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1	 1.0 INTRODUCTION
'	 gbLc tivcs
This report describes the results of a study aird investigation to determine methods
'	 for optimizing the contribution of microwave radiometers in Earth Resource applications.
Earth Resources include: both natural and cultural resources. N,tural resources are defined
'	 as those nafurally occurring materials ; such as mineral deposits, timber stands, and fresh
water, which are of value to mankind
	
Cultural resources are defined as those items of
value to Horn, which result from his own activities. As su_h, they encompass all of the
beneficial works of man arid, as so defined, include man himself. Cultural resources arc in
general dorived from natural resources.
the Earth Resource program objective is to gather natural and cultural resource
data with spocebornc instruments in an operational, repetitive manner for use by scientific,
r	 technical and commercial interests.
Today, mony important decisions arc- made by choosing c quantitative measure
of effectiveness - and then opt mizing it. Deciding how to design, build, regulate, or-
operate a physical or economic system, ideally involves three steps:
First, one should knov/ accurately and q uantitatively how the
system variables interact.
Second, one needs a single measure of system effectiveness -
expressible in terms of the system variabl•?s.
Finally, one should choose those values of the system variables
'	 yielding optinium effectiveness. Thus optimization and choice
are closely related
As is frecl ucntly tl,c case, and certainly in this stuc!y, the wort: expended in
defining the cl, cision problem, gathering reliable data, and agreeing on objectives, far
exceeded the effort devoted to dcfinin3 the optimum approach. Though a decision without
,t
optimization is as unfinished as an arch without a keystone, optirnization, I;ke a key:aone,
is only a small part of the total sh'ucture.
Aep ooch_to the Invest^ic ution
The purpose of this investigation wos to develop a research and engineering plan
describing method; for optimizing passive microwave rudiornet is sensor systems in Earth Re-
Isource applications. Three areas were identified at the outset of the study as candidates for
the investigation of more optimum methods. These were:
Analytical models
Suppo: t i ng measurements
E
Measurement instrurnunt performance characteristics
By concentrating the investigc.rtion on these three areas, our objective was to
define , r, research and engineering program which would:
Provide an improved understanding e r the microwave
i	 radiotion characteristics of materials under natural en-
!	 vironmental conditions.
Directly aid and assist User Agencies in determining the
radio signature characteristics of muterials under various
conditions.
ldentify rneasuremen! instrument performance requirements
1	
best-suited to the detection of anticipated radio signature
characteristics associated with terrain materials under natural
I
envirnnwental conditions.
It was recognized at the outset of the study that the research and engine ' ing
I plan would, in large pa y t, be predicated an a survey of cv 7ilable information concerning
User requirements and the potential application of microwave radiometry to these rc:juire-
ments, bated on pr,blisl,ed results of analytical studies and supporting measurements. As a
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result of this survey, we hoped to derive:
A definition of User requirements in terms of specific material
characteristics and associated spatial and temporal resolution
need .
A description of pos,-ible relationships between the thermal
radiation characteristics of materials and the composition and
condition of materials which support the reasonableness of de-
riving material composition or condition from remote sensing
of radio emission characteristics.
In summary, a logical work-flow was established gt the outset of the study to
ensure that its purpose was accomplished. As we proceeded, there were several surpri5cs that
were totally unanticipated. We feel they are worthy of par'.rcular note since they have a
significant bearing on the conclusions reached as a result of this investigation.
'	 We learned tl.at the degree of surprise associated with th„ unanticipated is fre-
quently directly related to the degree of confidence one has in the anticipated. Both co-
'	 investigators are Microwave Physicists. Certain results were anticipated at the outset of
the investigation. We later recognized that these first anticipations .were derived riom
an approach ;o anuly7ing natural bel,c.vior, which is common to our discipline. In a purely
scientific approach, one normally reverses the order of the three steps for rational decision-
making. Knowledge about a system is deduced by assuming it behaves so as to optimize
sorne given measure of effectiveness. Thus, system behavior i; completely specified by
identifying the criterion of effectiveness, which then leads to a description of natural be-
havior in terms of an "optimurn prir,cip_ , . " From this viewpoint, optimum methods would be
those best-suited to arrive at an imp,ovvd understandin g of natural phenomena.
Though irnprovc!ircnt in knovdedge concerning natural phenomena is a laudable
o.r.. 1.e ru t product of pure scicrtific research, it soon became apparent that if each discipline
1-3
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I associated with the Earth Resource program effort were to approach its contribution to the
total effort in this somet,hat detached manner, we might as a group ultimately reach the top
of the mountain - though the time required would be excessive in comparison with a coor-
dinated effort.
There are many poths to the top of a mountain; and whatever route a mountain-
climber takes, he recognize the peal: when nc arrives there - because the view there is
always the same. These simple facts, intuitively evident where mountains are concerned,
are not so easy to preceive and quantitatively define for political or social systems. In these
cases, an isolated discipline approach to moun ain climbing runs the risk of making an in-
significant contribution, since there are many methods for finding the peak without mapping
the entire mountain.
Our zeal for econorr,y of thought clearly led us to over-simplification of the
problem in the early phase of the investigation. We proceeded on a straightforward course
to the definition of method:. for empirical measurement and supporting analysis which would
lead to an improvement in present knowledge concerning the microwave radiation properties
of materials in the most fundamental sense. Thus we arbitrarily established the Second Step
in the clocision-making process as an effective means for improving scientific !cnowledge.
We had established understanding as the most useful end product. Fortunately, our survey
of User requirements, available analytical models, and the results of prior measurements
was proceeding at a rapid pace in parallel with our development of what we felt would be
an optimum analytical and supporting measurement program. From the survey portion of the
effort, vie learned that a detailed und-^, rstanding of physical phenomena was not mandatory
to the useful application of microwave radiorietry for Earth Resource Applications. Water
had many useful applications for man long before an understanding of its molecular structure
was developed. A more detailed understanding of the water molecule continues to be pur-
sued; however, the many applications do not await this detailed understanding.
At this point in the investigation, we re-defined the measure of the system ef-
fectiveness as - a data collection and usage mechanism, which is simple and reliable and
I
I
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provides maximum benefit to the greatest number of Users. We then directed an intensive
effort on the First Step in a decision proce:.s; i.e., how the system variables interact, since
this would provide a definition of the most useful contribution that could be made from the
isolated vacuum of our own discipline. This naturally led into an investigation of interdis-
ciplinary involvement.
Interdisciplinary Involvement
This phase of the investigation was particularly important. We had reached an
impasse - convinced that :,jr original thoughts concerning a useful contribution were in er-
ror, and there appeared to be no equally reasonable and logical alternative approach . How-
ever, two important actions then taken served to provide a solution for our dilemma:
(1) Intensification of our effort to determine User
requirements through a series of direct pers-)nal
visits.
(2) Preparation of a questionnaire which we circulated
among scientific and engineering personnel in our
own microwave discipline.
Prior to visiting User Agencies, we prepared a questionnaire which we felt would
provide a definition of User requirements in a relatively simple and logical manner. The
questionnaire was not mailed to the Users, but was used as an outline to be completed by
one of our associate team members during each visit. The method was totally ineffective.
Sufficiently detailed answers were not available. There was considerable enthusiastic sup-
port for the potential of passive microwave sensing expressed by all Users. User reluctance
L	 to state requirements in specific detail appears to be associated with a natural des';e not to
express a requirement that might be shown to be physically unrealizable on the one hand,
nor to ask for less than might be potentially possible on the other. This in part was indic-
ative of a lack of familiarity with microwave physical phenomena as well as the associated
1-S
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instrumentation, in the most fundamental sense.
Though our questionnaire approach was designed to provide us the answer to the
most effective contribution that could be mode by those associated with the microwave radio-
metric discipline, we found that it is not easy for professionals to agree on a unique measure
of effectiveness. In the words of Confucius: "Those whose courses are different can not lay
plans for one another." As a result it was apparent from this study that the interdisciplinary
capabilities required to achieve the common objective must be organized in a common effort
which coordinates the contributions of each discipline.
I_ One objective of our discussions with User Agency personnel was to determine
f
s a schedule of application priorities. 	 Certain features of the responses were common to all
Users.
	
Application priorities are stimulated by two factors - immediate benefit or impact
and degree of confidence in the data collection mechanism. 	 Confidence did not necessarily
require understanding of the phenomena or the instrument. 	 Experimental assurance that the
`
L data display would be useful in a "yes or no" sense concerning some important feature of the
terrain under surveillance, was the most important criteria of confidence. 	 This general trend
of opinion among Users emphasizes the importance of establishing a much more effective
technological tie between the User and the data-gathering and usage mechanism, and re-
presents a real need in the present phase of the Earth Resource program.	 It will not be#.
achieved without cifficulty.	 It is natural for the User to look ahead to the future operational
L
system in which the technological complexities have ideally been reduced to simple "yes"
or "no" responses to the questions he may ask, since he can at that point ignore the tech-
nologies which serve him just as an automobile driver can choose to ignore the fundamentals
of internal combustion engines.
iTheneed for a vigorous technological link between the various research disci-
plines and the User Agencies is one of the prime conclusions of this study. 	 In simple terms,
the User is the customer.	 He is the one who determines what is useful. 	 Most all will agree
C
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1'	 that it is useful to explore data-gathering mechanisms which may be potentially more use-
'
	
	 ful than those now available. We must also agree that the key participant in this explorat-
ion is the one who determines usefulness - - in this case, the User Agencies in their composite.
'
	
	 This responsibility cannot be assumed by individual research disciplines, since they are not
sufficiently multi-discipline oriented to solve the whole problem. An individual research
discipline, representative of some required capability in the exploratory phase, could con-
ceivobly be more effective in delaying the solution than contributing to it, if the effort is
not properly coordinated and directed.
The ineffectiveness of our questionnaire approach to the User was quite clear.
To aid in our understanding of what we had learned and add confidence to our conclusions,
we prepared another questionnaire for microwave physicists and engineers. Our objective
was to identify through a series of simple questions and answers, the interdisciplinary roles
of research disciplines, such as our o ,.vn (microwave physicists), with User Agencies.
The first series of questions in this new questionnaire dealt with Parametric Dis-
plays. The first question in this series was to list those parameters which most frequently
enter into a parametric display of brightness temperature . The answer is frequency, two
orthogonal polarizations, and look angle .
'	 The nextuestion was to identify the basis for the choice of parameters as either:q	 Y	 P	 -
analytical model studies of the emission characteristics of radiating materials^or the par-
ameters available from an instrument standpoint. It is interesting that the answer is that one
can derive the parameters from either analytical model studies or by merely noting that a
microwave radiometer is equipped with an antenna system which provides a certain angular
resolution, can beointed in a desired direction, and will accept only one polarization atP	 ^
a time, though two polarizations are required to completely define the incident radiation.
Further, the radiometer can be designed to operate at any desired frequency.
^S The third question was to identify the observing platform most commonly used for
f	 1-7
' parametric displays. The answer is earth-Lased observing platforms. Though aircraft mea-
surements of this type have been performed, the present methods for data accumulation and
display are extremely tedious and time consuming.
The questionnaire turned next to the subject of Image Displays.
I
The first question in this series was to identify the parameters which are normally
displayed. The answer, based on present day imagery systems, is that each element of a map
I
type display provides information, only for one frequency, one look angle, and one polar-
ization. The next question asked the value of image displays in light of the fact that the
ability of a microwave physicist to interpret a display of this type is considerably limited in
comparison with a parametric display. The simple answer is User preference, based on his
data usage requirements developed from years of experience with optical photog upl s arid
more recently, infrared maps.
At this point in the questionnaire, microwave physicists and radiometer engineers
have the uneasy feeling that they would prefer not to continue, since their "ivory tower"
discipline has been challenged by what appears to be an illogical chain of events. This
first series of questions and answers unveils the difference between the researcher devoted
1	 to methods for improving knowledge and the fact that the knowledge gained may be of littleimmediate value if it is not immediately adaptable to the User's requirements.
The next series of questions was designed to emphasize the fact that the User is
the customer, that understanding of the radiation proper ties of materials or- radiometric in-
strument fundamentals was not required by the User in decisions concerning a useful appli-
cation. These questions emphasized that the availability of theoretical models and support-
ing measurements, leading to improved understanding of natural phenomena, is net neces-
sarily immediately useful or even competitively desirable if applicability to a User require-
ment con Le demonstrated by an approach which would require less time and effort.
The third series of questions concluded with the identification of earth-based
1-8
measurements cis devoted primarily to the pursuit of improved understanding of the natural
phenomena of terrain material rodiation - a useful pursuit within itself, but not requisite to
an opti-num contribution by a researcher in the present phase of the program. Ultimately,
this understanding must be developed. It is most likely that the motivation will come from
the User. Initially satisfied with "yes" arid "no" answers, the grey areas in between will
ultimately press for need to understand and through that avenue, obtain an improvement in
"usefulness."
The fourth series of questions was devoted to the identificaCon of the log;cal
role of participants in matting decisions at critical points in the program . Conclusions drawn
from this series of questions were as follows:
Selection of the data display should be made by the User as
a consequence of his usage requirements .
Sensor requirements and approach should be determined by
the associated research disciplines.
The scheduling and performance of measurements should
be under the direction and include direct participation
by the User, since the User is best-qualified to detarrnine
the time for a useful measurement; i .e., the conditions of
interest.
The final series of questions was presented in the form of a current status reviev 3 .
It was noted that:
Data displays (in particular, image displays) are improv-
ing rapidly - both in popularity and technique. Parametric
displays on the otherhand,vrhich are much more closely
allied with analytical models,are not being vigorously
pursued. The reason is an inadequate level of interest on
14
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the part of Users in data displays of this type. Lack of
interest may be directly attributable to lack of under-
standing. The researcher should provide this understand-
ing to the User. It is equally important that the User ap-
preciate the need fog i 1 ris cross-fertilization between dis-
ciplines in the perFornanee of the User's multi-discipline
role in the critical exploratory phase.
Though the responsibility for sensor design is the respon-
sibility of the researcher, evaluation of current status led
to a very poor rating. Present imaging systems, for ex-
ample, dev-lop maps in only orr:! polarization	 though
two arc required to completely define the characteristics
of the radiation incident on tl-e sensor antenna aperture.
The varicifion of brightness ternperature with incid.nce
angle is virtually elinmina+ed from consideration in a map
type presentation. The sensitivity of present-clay aircraft
imaging systems is limited by the use of techniques that
are less than op timum. To overcome these limitations
however would require devcloprnent.
It would appear that present-day sensor systems evolved fron available equip-
ments and techniques with a minimurn of influence by physical phenomena considerations.
This is evidenced by the complete exclusion of the low frequency region, though the wave-
length of operation is known to be one of the most potentially important observing parameters.
The genius of hindsight can frequently be misleading. It is important to recall
that the first airborne radiometer wcs flovm slightly more thar r, one decade ago. The associ-
ated instrument technology is in its more infancy in comparison with optical and infrared
1-10
sensors. The courage to fly the ovailable has provided much of the knowledge on which one
can now proceed. As in the mountain climbing exercise, the very first step is the most
exploratory. II tells us the slope of the mountain and whether we are going up or down.
These early measurements have occomplis{,c-d this result. We are now at the point where we
con take those steps which will take us along the shortest route to the top of the mountain.
Continuing with our question series, on current status, it was of interest to note
that:
Measurement schedules are most frequently determined by
researchers representing an individual discipline or by air-
craft operating personnel, though we had logically identi-
fied t yre multi-discipline User- with this responsibility.
The most significant conclusion reached through this questionnaire exercise was
the need for greater User involvement and direct participation in the present exploratory
phase. The User cannot remain loosely coupled to the exploratory development of an ad-
vanced data collection and usage mechanism relying on the efforts of isolated research
disciplines. The multi-discipline capability represented by the Usor is the cohesive force
required to gather the composite effort to maximize the return in the shortest time. Direct
participation in the most literal sense is strongly indicated.
A simple example may aid ir-r clarifying our meaning. Consiclor the following
alternative approaches in the implementation of an oceanographic measurement program.
In on^ case, the principal investigator might be a microviave physicist familiar
with radiometer technology and the related measurement techniques. In the extreme case,
he might rent an oircrcft, equip it with radiometric sensors, and perform a series of measure-
ments. His results would be published in a technical journal an-_i, perhaps, presented of a
seminar attended by oceanographers. If a useful application to oceanography were suggested
as a result of these published reports, the measurements would, undoubtedly, be repcoted by
oceanographers in order to provide the confidence required to suggest the deployment of a
system for their use.
In the alternate approach, the principal investigator would be an oceanographer.
The experiment would be planned under his direction and in cooperation with a microwave
physicist. Both the oceanographer and the microwave researcher would participate in the
performance of the measurement. The usefulness of the experimental technique to oceano-
graphy would be determined by the cccanographcr. Interpretation of the results, from the
microwave viewpoint would be provided by the microwave researcher. A description of the
experiment and its significance would be presented by the oceanographer to the oceanographic
community through technical journals and seminars.
The second approach offers the following advantages:
U	
(1) The experiment plan is developed with the expertise of the
f
oceanographer, the prime beneficiary of the results.
Ell	 (2) Throughout the experiment fron- the planning phase through
equipment assembly, accumulation of observational data
and data analysis, an interdisciplinary technological inter-
change would be fertilized by the joint participation of
professionals in a common venture. Skepticism would be
replaced by confidence through pe.-sonal interchange,
leading to a mutual understanding of the problem and the
significance of the results.
(3) Presentation of the results to the oceanographic community
by a competent wolI -recognized oceanographer would
provide an avenue of acceptance by the oceanographic
community which would negate the need for repetitive
'	 measurements nurtured by a lack of understanding.
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2.0 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIO...)
A summary of the conclusions and recommendations resulting frorn this study are pre-
sented below.
2.1	 Conclusions
Based on the results of the study of methods which would optimize the conlri-
lbution of passive microwave radiometric sensors in Earth Resource applications, the follow-
ing conclusions were reached:
I. A more direct partic 7 pation by Users in the planning and
exec- Lion of exploratory measurements would enhance the
immediate usefulness of the knov/ledge gained.
II. The low frequency region is essen;iall; , unexplored though
pl,ysi^al reasoning in support of the benefits to be gained
show that these potential benefits outweigh the attendant
difficulties.
III. Instrumentation
(a) Though airborne measurement instrumentation is
sightly more than a decade old, the results have
demonstrated file ability to produce useful images.
The passive microwave sensor is now at the transi-
tion stage - from infancy to maturity. Rapid
technological progress can be anticiFuted with
confiJence. Advanced techniques have been
identified and await development.
(b) The antenna size requirements for low frequency
1	
systems are incompatible with the capabilities of
most present-day jet and piston type aircraft.
Satellite systf,•ms, however, are capable of easily
• ^	 L-I
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accommodating these antenna size requirements-even at the
largest wavelengths in the low frequency region. The mech-
anical interface between the: antenna structure and the air-
craft observing platform is the prime deterrent to present day
exploitation of the low frequency region.
(c) The complexity of present methods for obtaining
Parametric Displays from aircraft observing platforms
with the attendant laborious data reduction requirements
and ineffective use of aircraft flight time has reduced
this form of data display to minimal use, though it may
be vital to the interpretot ion of imagery displays.
(d) Present aircraft imagery techniques are not optimum from
a rnicrow.ave radiometric standpoint . The use of antenna
beam scanning 6:?grades achievable sensitivity, restricts
angular resolution, and establishes an unreasonable upper
limit on aircraft velocities.
2.2 Re corn mendations
Sufficient information is available from the conclusions resulting from the study
to make the following recommendations concerning a research and engineering program.
The objectives of a recommended research and engineering program are Twofold:
(1) Development of the passive microwave instrument technology
required to provide more effective r. e; hods for the accumulation
and interpretation of observational data obtained from aircraft
observing platforms.
(2) Application of the advanced techniques developed under Item
(1) to the lour frequency region to verify the efficacy of these
new techniques and accelerate the explo', tat ion of the benefits
to be derived from data obtained at these low frequencies.
III
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Reseorch programs during the exploratory phase of Earth Resource applications,
'	 whether for the evaluation of advanced instrument dcvelopments or for the performance of
measurements using available equipmenfs, would benefit significantly through more direct
porticiperiion by the User.
2.3 Comments in Support of Recommendations and Conclusions
Ovr concern with defining a useful contribution by microwave disciplines to the
1
	 Earth Resource prourarr. effort was mentioned in the introductory remarks of the prior section.
Differentiation was made between the usefulness of an approach devoted to an improved
understanding of the ph y sical processes associated with radiation from terrain materials versus
other app roaches which mi ght lead (note promptly to the identification of a useful application.
A more direct User involvement in the exploratory program phase was suggested as an effective
`	 intermediary catalyst to optimize the usefulness of research discipline oriented contributions.
`
	
	 A brief discussion of these two features of the study presented in the form of a
perspective over-view are included b_ raw.
Understanding vs. Useful
The use of passive rnicrowave sensing for Earth Resource opplicai ions is in an
exploratory phase. In its broadest sense the Earth Resource program is a study of the eurth
from remotely =ituated platforms in terms of the electromagnetic radiation emitted by, or
reflected from, the earth at all wavelengths. In many wave len,th ranges this has never been
done, to any great degree, and so the value of such measurements and techniques remain to
be demonstrated. This raises the question of how one can evaluate the potential of passive
microwave data in Earth Resources api)iications. The inescapable conclusion is that there
ere many ways available to ottack the problem and none can be singled out as "the" most
'	 appropriate. It might be argued that the only logical approach is to push forv:ard with a
thorough study of the interaction of microwaves with various materials. Such a study would
include laboratory measurements throughout the entire rnicrowave spectrum whereby the
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emission and reflection properties are established for various angles of incidence, polariza-
tion, and conditions of the particular material under investigation. This would be a fine
scientific approach that might perhaps inten years, permit one to know a great deal about
the emissive and reflective properties of materials, but it is not intuitively obvious that the
results would be of benefit to the Earth Resources Program. For example, could one predict,
with a fair degree of certainty, the response to be expected from a glacial snow field, com-
plete with wind blown areos of varying snow thickness overlying, in one instance, rocky rno-
teriol and, in another instance, frozen turf? Or, what differences can one expect in the
microwave emission from heavily forested regions between summer and winter? Because of
the nonhomogeneity of the earth, the scientific approach o f "understanding" the microwave
emission from individual materials is not directly applicable to the interpretation of Earth Re-
sources data without a high degree of extrapolation which, ky itself, introduces large uncer-
tainties. Perhaps one might be able to argue that the scientific, laboratory approach could
be conducted in such a manner that the results would be directly applicable, but the comple-
xity of the problem seems to be so !urge that its solution is not on a reasonable time scale
when viewed within the frameworf:of the overall space effort. In the interests of expediency,
it is appropriate to osl; if other approaches are more beneficiai.
Al- t .c oii,cr en_ or ti;c scale, an app-oc ch whi--ll	 Je adopter is to
build a system - or several systems to cover as ruany uncertainties as possible - and place it
in earth orbit to lean what the properties of the signals are that must eventually be interpreted.
Such an rF.proack is not without its merits for it does face up to the complexities of the "real
world". However, the experimenter in this case curs the risk of being criticized for not leaving
a well thought out experiment with well-defined goa!s. Such criticism ma , ,, indeed, prove
to be quite justified because the results of the experiment could be sufficiently difficult to
1	 interpret that no useful result would be forthcoming. However unlikely this may seem, i`
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I can not be ruled out.
Somewhere between the two extremes presented above there must be sonic
approaches which optimize the benefits of the two methods and minimize the disadvantages.
Here again, it is asking tuo myrrh to expect to find one method c` attack that is clearly su-
perior to all others, but a reasonable approach would be some combination of the two extre-
mes proceeding in paial lei . For example, efforts to study the microwave properties of mat-
erials and to carry out ob=crvations on a grander scale could both proceed simultaneously.
For these grander observations, it is of course eminently reasonable to consider aircraft, or
*	 helicopter platforms as means for evaluating the potentials of proposr:d systems without pro-
L	
ceeding directly to the full-blown complexities of a satellite experiment. One consequence
of such cn approach, and by no means a trivial one, is the ability to schedule aircraft flights,
or to stop the flights, when the interpretation of the data indicates such an extent that
only a small fraction is ever interpreted, and then in only a superficial manner.
The philosophy presented above is that a sound, laboratory, approach to un-
derstanding the microwave interaction with materials is a notable goal in itself, but to be
of value to the Earth Resource Program it should be coupled with field measurements, prefer-
ably performed from platforms which resemble, and attempt to duplicate as near- as is pract-
icable, the evenh al operational system, be it satellites, aircraft, or helicopters.
Comments on User Requireme-its
Duri ng visits to many of the potential Users of passive microwave systems it be-
came apparent that interest in the cajYibility of passive microwave techniques was high, but
areas of specific application were ill-defined and existing programs in microwave radiometry
were in an early and exploratory phase. The reason for User interest appears to center on
the ability of microwave radiation to penetrate clouds, haze, foliage, etc., and to respond
to liquid water overlying other materials. To a lesser extent, User interest in microwave
techniques is focused on the ability of the radiation to penetrate materials and provide
1
	
2,
I-'
I
rinformation on subsurface phenomena, but a general uncertainty on the depth of penetration
served to temper user interest .
In view of the above remarks it seems more appropriate therfore to concentrate
on areas of User Applications rather than on User Requirements. A represeniative list of
potential applications might include the following:
1) A determination of soil moisture content in forest areas
as a means of evaluating the potential forest fire hazard
in selected areas.
2) Determination of the relative soil moisture content among
several areas fed by a common irrigation system in order
that irrigation may be scheduled in the most efficient
manner to provide maximum use of the available water.
3) Determination of the depth of the permafrost layer below
the surface inarctic regions.
4) Mapthe distribution of surface water beneath large storms,
such as hurricanes, to derermine the nature and extent of
disaster areas.
5) Determine relative ocean surface temperatures to map and
observe he motion of thermal anomalies, such as the Gulf
stream, and to correlate these with fish movements.
6) Deterrnine the depth and water content of snow areas to
schedule flood control and reservoir levels.
7) Determine the heat budget of glaciers to enable better
prediction of water runoff therefrom.
E)	 Determine the line of demarcation between fresh and salt
water to aid pollution studies.
2-6
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The above list is fur frum complete, of course, but it does serve to illustrate
how detailed some of the user applicalions might be and the wide range of problems to which
microwave radiometric lechniquces might be applied. Of greater importance are certain com-
man denominators which emeroe from a listing of this sort. These are:
1) For any Earth Resource application, one wants to study the
earth, independent of the atmosphere through which one
looks, and there is only one wavelength region in the
entire electromagnetic spectrum where that is possible,
i. e. at wavelengths longer than x--15 cm and less than
—1m, All other wavelengths are seriously hampered by the
ionosphere, liquid water in clouds, water vapor and oxygen
in the atmosphere. These facts clearly predict maximum ben-
efit to the User by making observations at wavelengths between
1 m and 15 cm.
2) Mo:iy of the User applications require the study of subsurface
conditions and this can only be done at microwave wavelengths
or longer, Furthermore, the depth of penetration is directly
proportional to the wavelength, or nearly so, thereby enhancing
the importance of studies made at wavelengths longer than 15 cm.
Without use of these wavelengths, there is no hope of penetraling
the surface to any significant degree.
3) Soma of the user applications reciuire the determination of
a surface temperature, or a relative surface temperature,
whereas others require a discrimination between different
surface, or subsurface, materials. Very few user applica-
tions require a knowledge of the surface rou g hness, an obvious
2-7
r' excepticn being the value .,f sea state information to the
oceanographer and the shipping industry.
	 However, it is
well known that the microwave emission from a rough surface
is influenced by both the surface roughness and the temp-
erature of the material,	 thus it is desirable to be able to
either separate the two effects or to eliminate one of them.
This again dictates long wavelengths to n ii,imize the
roughness effects on a scale smaller than a wavelength.
1 4)	 Another common d:nominator that is not obvious from a I:st
of Use ropplications reflects	 the use of other complementing
types of data and the User's own preference for an all-
encompassing visual display of his data.	 Most Users have
long experience in looking at photographs or maps to gain
the information they seek, and this has been carried over
into the infrared sensors. 	 It is veryopparent that the User
will respond more enthusiastically to microwave data if it
can be presented to him in the form of a map, or image,
which he con immediately compare to similar maps made
in other wavelengths.	 Until this is realized and put into
practice, microwave remote sensing will never play more than
M a minor role for many Users.
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j	 3.0 AREAS OF APPLICATION
1	 In order to provide a foundation for this study, it was first necessary to determine
what had been done in the past and v.-here technology stands today. This was done by review
of the putdished literature in this area beyond the work already carried out by Porter (1969), and
by personal interviews with personnel at many of the Government Agencies involved in this program.
'
	
	 Of all of the resources utilized to generate this information, the major source was the
NASA - ERC Earth Resource Surveys Office. Much of the needed information was readily
available through the published references maintained by that Office. Additional inforrra-
tion was also obtained through personal contacts with the various Government Agencies
which are either supporting or carrying out efforts directly for the NASA.
The major emphasis in the NASA - Earth Resources Program is presently being placed
upon those terrestrial resources for which the main economic and social benefits may accrue
in the next ten years. The major application areas identified with the present Earth Re-
sources Program are:
Oceanography and Mir ine Technology
Geology and Hydrology
G-_oyruphy and Cartography
Agriculture and Forestry
In order to present the results of this survey in a concise manner, an outline format
was adopted and applicd to the information pertinent to eacl- major application area.
Starting with a listing of potential applications, each was reviewed in terms of the physical
reasoning and analytical models which support tke capability of the passive microwave
sensor to meet application requirements. The results of supporting measurements were then
reviewed and a cornparison drawn wh !re available between analytical models and experi-
mental results. A brief summary of the conclusions derived from this information is included
at the end of each section devoted to a major application area.
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IIn the conduct of this study, an excellenl starting point for the identification of
potential areas of application proved to be the concise summary presentee! by P.C. Badgley
	
'	 and W. L. Vest at the Annual Meeting of American Society of Photogrammetry held on
March 11 1 1966, in Washington, D.C. The subject of this presentation was: "Unique
Advantages of Orbital Remote Scnsing for the Study of Natural Resources." Included in the
presentation were five charts indicating the types of phenomena which might be "mapped"
from space. The word "mapped" was defined t.3 mean that certain natural and cultural
phenomena are observed from space and recorded oil 	 images, tapes, or other
data storage media.
^r The results of subsequent cost benefit studies to determine the feasibility and justifi-
cation for a space-earth resource system have, in large, been based on the prognosis com-
piled by Badgley and Vest. Copies of the five charts from the Badgley, Vest report are in-
	
t	 eluded here as Figures 3-1 through 3-5, to serve as a reference base line.
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'	 3.1 Oceanography and Marine Technology
The ocean is an integral part of our environmental and socio-economic system. Users
of space-acquired oceanographic data may be grouped according to the following fields of
'	 interest:
i ishcries
Shipping
Coastal Mapping
Marine Meteorology
Forecasting of Ocean Phenomena for improved
utilization of equipment and greater safety
of personnel and equipment
'
	
	
There has been a significont increase in marine environment activities in the Inst two
decades. Exploitation of the food resources of the sea, oil extraction from the continental
'	 shelf, and off-shore mining activities are just c few marine related activities. Tie require-
ments for oceanographic data are as diverse as the individual activities of interest. To
provide a comprehensive view of the potential applications and associated requirements,
reports from the following organizations were reviewed:
NASA
Space Oceanography Project (NAVOCEANO)
National Academy of Sciences
Department of Commerce
Department of Interior
Applications
i
The following list of potential applications of passive microwave radiometric sensors
to oceanography (see Figure 3-l) were examined:
Sea Surfiee Thermal Mapping
Ocean Wove Structure
t	 Shoals and Coastal Mapping
Currents
Ice Surveillance
3-8
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Coastal Marine Processes
Air/Sea Interactions
Volcanic Activity
Models
Oceanography hus been the beneficiary of more analytical model studies than any
other major area of application insofar as microwave radiometry is concerned. The prolif-
eration of model studies applied to oceanography might imply that a more intense effort has
been devoted to applications in this area in anticipation of a higher level of immediate
benefit to potentin! Users. 	 This is not tl , -- case at all. The reason is simply that ana-
lytical models can be more easily developed in terms of a semi-infinite homogeneous medi-
um typical of the ocean, than for materials which require consideration of complex strati ied
layers with varying spatial distributions. The conducting properties of the ocean limit the
depth of penetration to a fractio r of a wcvelength. This, alloN^s a eonsiclerable simplifi-
cation in comporison with applications involvinc; dry soil where the depth of penetration
`	 may be several wavelengths. These factors determine the radiation from the material's
E^	 surface .
Energy reflected frorn the surface is superimposed on the radiated energy. The mag-
nitude of the reflected component is determined by the surface reflectivity and the intensity
of the flux incident on the s,-rface. In the microwave region, the prime source of incident
flux is the atmosphere.
A radiometric sensor located above the surface observes both compcnenis of radiation —
rone radiating from the surface, and the other reflected from the surface. The composite
radiation is attenuated by the atmosphere . before. reac'ring the sensor antenna. Rac!iation
directly from the atmosphere outward, toward the sensor, is also sensed by the radioreter.
Thus, the three major co-nponents of radiation received by all 	 or spcceborne
radiometer, which must be considered in the development of an analytical model, independent
of the application are: the outgoing rcidiation from the material itself, the reflected radiation
from the surface of t he material, and the oultivarcl radiation from and attenuation by the ah,-o-
spl-ere .
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Analytical models for specific applications ire primarily concerned with the electri-
cal properties of the material and the geometrical properties of the surface boundary with
the atmosphere, since these parameters determine the direct and reflected radiation charac-
teristics of the material . Atmospheric attenuation and radiation characteristics must also
be considered in deriving n complete model . A common approach is to consider that the at-
mosphere may be represented in uniform horizontally stratified layers. Though this is known
to be an over-simplified assumption, a more rigorous treatment awaits improvement in pres-
ent knowledge concerning the spatial and frequency dependent radio characteristics
of the atmosphere. Onc can draw the conclusion, however, 1`11:11' the use of these simplify-
ing assumptions concerning the radio properties of the atmosphere are for more critical in
i	 predicting or interpreting observed microwave radiation at short wavelencrths than at long
I
wavelengths - with the tran-ifion between short and long near a wavelength of G cm.
'	 The physics of microwave remote sensing of terrain materials has been described byL
several investigators. The contributions by Peuke and others on the staff at Ohio State
3s
University are among the more notable. A comprehensive summary of these fundamental
considerations, prepared by D.H. Staelin, is included as an Appendix to this report.
These g neral principles have been applied to a variety of rernote sensing applications.
The most notable analytical models associated with oceanography are those developed by
Peuke, Stogryn, and Sirounian.
An excellent review of these analytical mo_-lels has recently been presented by Paris
(1959) in which he extends these model predictions over a much broader frequency range
than the original authors. Paris also introduces a mere realistic dynamic range of atmospheric
effects, leading to the identification of the sky noise component as a critical parameter in
j	 short wavelength observations.
.
	
	 In the Stogryn model, it is assumed that 'he atmospheric contribution to apparent
"brightness" temperature results from horizontally stratified layers containing no rain, clouds,
3-10
fog, or hail. The associated atmospheric attenuation and radiation is due solely io water
vapor and molecular oxygen.
fIn the Stogryn development, the radii of curvature of the wave structure are considered
large, compared to the: wovelencrth of observation. Following the development of Peake,
the uti lization of the reciprocity properties of differentiul scattering coefficients lead: to the
derivation of Kirchh , Ws radiation I ,aw in its most general form accommodating both the
angular dependence and polarization properties of the emitted radiation. The scattering
coefficient of the surface is defined by Stogryn in terms of its relationship with the albedo
of the surface (ratio of scattered to total power incident on a surface from a particular
direction and at a specific polarization and frequency).
In order to introduce ' t,e polarization properties of the radiation, the usual von Fragstein
(1955) statement of the Kirchhoff low is altered, while maintaining the black body assumption,
leading to the conclusion that horizontally and vertically polarized emissivity equals hori-
zontally and vertically polarized ahsorptivity, respectively. From this generalized Kirchhoff
radiation law, a knowledge of the scattering coefficients yields the emission coefficient.
Since the usual formulas for infinitely conducting normally dishibuted surfaces with
large radii of curvature are not applicable to radiometric problems (thermal emission co-
efficients go to zero), Stogryn introduces a finite (complex) dielectric constant for sea water
to facilitate the derivation of a scattering coefficient which is consistent with the Kirchhoff
approximation. For a rough surface, it is consequently shown that the scattering coefficient
is a function of the mean-square wave slope.
the necessary statistics (including mean-square wave slope) are introduced (Cox and Munk)
by means of the experimental determination that the slope distribution of the sea surface
is nearly Gaussion. The wave slopes are given directly in terms of wind velocity. Cor-
rections for skewness and peakedness, given by Cox and Munk, are assumed by Stogryn to
be negligible.
Stogryn's results are presented for various wind conditions. The highlights are;
(i}	 For horizontally polarized radiation, large "signal" temperature -
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variations are observed with increasing '.rind speed (the largest
variations occur r ing at O :' 50").
(2) For vertically polarized radiation, the "signal" temperature is
much less offecled, and at a look angle of 50° (at 19.4 GHz)
is almost independent of the stale of the sea.
Stogryn concludes that it would be more appropriate to sense vertically polarized
radial ion (preferably at O^-- 50 0) for sea surface tuniperoture clef crminations, and horizon-
tally polarized radiation for sensing of surface roughness conditions.
It is instructive i;. list the assumptions made by Stogryn.
(1) The Kirchhoff approximation is assumed to be valid of 19.4 Ghiz.
(2) The slope distribution of the sea surface is assumed to be Gaussian .
Skewness and peakedness are neglected.
(3) The effects of rain and cloud attenuation and radiation are not
included.
(4) Spatial variations in water vapor content are considered
negligible.
(5) The temperature of the ocean at and below surface is considered
to be uniform.
(6) The model may be restricted due to the fact that the Cox and
Munk data does not include winds in excess of 28 knots.
The Sirounian model statistically examines the problem of reflection and emission of
microwave radiation from the rough sea. An analytical solution at 1 .6 cm allo ,rrs for a de-
tai lud comparison with the model of Stogryn. Introduction of the Stokes purameters by
Sirounian allows information, in addition to the hvo components of polarized intensity, to
be obtained concerning the degree of polarization and the position of the plane of polari-
zation. The dependence of the latter two quantities upon sea surface roughness is exten-
sively examined. In determining the characteristics of the reflected radiation from the sea
surface, the radiation reflected from the n th slope is integrated over the probability function
representing the statistical distribution of sea slopes.
Sirounion assumes, as does Stogryn, the validity of the Cox and Munk experimental
3-12
Idependence cf the statistical distribution of the sua slope upon wind speed. The distribution
'	 was found to be represented by a Gaussian function with refinements introduced by a Grain -
Charlier type series (See. Cox and Munk, 1954). Stogryn, however, neglected the Gram -
ICharlier skewness and peakedness correction.
In the Sirounian development, reflection matrices are formulated for the n th slope of
a rough sea in terms of the Stokes parameters. Employing the Rayleigh Jean approximation,
intensities are found to be proportional to the temperature of the emitter. Brightiress tem-
perature is defined as the product of emissivity and thermometric temperature. On the basis
of statistical average, there are more waves with small slopes tha i waves with large slopes
(Cox and Munk). Thus, a large portion of the incident radiation is reflected according to
Fresnel reflection at an angle equal to the angle of incidence. The principle of reciprocity
is applied in a manner such that the reflected and emitted radiation in the original direction
of incidence, under thermodynamic equilibrium, is equal to the incident flux. Thus, the emitted
radiation is determined by subtracting the total reflected radiation in all directions from the
incident electromagnetic radiation.
^-
	
	 Several significant numerical results are listed by Sirounian for the analytical case
corresponding to a wavelength of 1 .6 cm. It is important to note, however, that Sirounian
has defined horizontal and vertical polarization in a manner opposite to that of Stogryn.
(That is, vertically polarized radiation is defined by Stogryn as that component whose electric vector
lies in the plane of incidence). Comparison of the two models (Sirounian and Stogryn) enfails
no more than an interchange of the words "vertical" and "horizontal" when referring to pol-
arized components in the Sirounian treatment.
Significant conclusions derived from the Sirounian developmeni and interpreted in this
manner include:
(a) Changes of the vertically polarized brightness
temperature with ocean roughness are smaller
than observed in he horizontal component and
are proportional to surface roughness at small
lock an 	 25"), but inversely proportional
at large angles ( y 50°). The var i ations are
3-13
larger at large angles of observa!ion. Variations
jin the vertically polarized brightness temperature
component with ocean roughness are negligible
f	
at look angles between 30° and 50° referenced to
1	 nadi r.
(b) Variations of the horizontally polarized brightness
temperature with surface roughness are predicted
to be the reverse of the vertically polarized corn-
ponent. Negligible variations in the horizontally
r	 polarized component of brightness temperature are
t	 Fniinr; } . n twern lnn:
	 f 2c anri^es o	 O	 O.' to ^rJ
	
Lard°
variations are predicted for large angles of obser-
vation.
(c) At a 60° angle of observation, variaticn in the
anticipated brightness temperature with ocean
roughness are of order 7° to 8°K for a 5m/sec.
change in wind velocity.
In addition to the polarization intensity results, try:. Sirounian motel predicts that the degree
of polarization will be affected by sea state. In particular:
(d) The magnitude of polarization will increase at
small angles of observation and decrease at
large angles of observation as the ocean roucli-
Lness increases.
(e) The change of the degree of polarization will
be greatest at large angles of observation (500 to
700) .
the Sirounian model also predicts that the position of the plane of polarization v%ill;
(f) Change with ocean roughness (about 2.5° for
each 5 m/sec. change in wind velocity, at a
I
look angle of 60°).
(g) Increase with ocean roughness at angles of ob-
servation greater than 10°.
(h) Decrease with ocean rOL;ghress at smell angles
of observations (less than 10°).
Finally, the Sirounian modal indicates that the wind direction may be significant, i.e.,
3-1^
(i) 't large nadir cngles of observation, both pol-
arized components of brightness temperature, in
addition to their degree of polarization will in-
crease slightly when the wind direction approaches
the direction of observation.
(j) For a wind nomiki! to the direction of observation,
wind speed dependent variations v/ill occur in the
plane of polarization 0-)orticulcirly at a look oriole
of 60°).
1
There < significant disagreement between the models (Sirounian and Stogryn) concern-
ing the variation of brightness temperature with sea surface roughness of any particular oriole
1
of observation. At an observing frequency of 19. 4. GHz, we can make the follovVing com-
parison
S t2o rxa 	 Sirou nian
Vertically polarized radiation
	 Similar prediction
increases with surface roughness
for © < 50° but decreases for
6 > 50°.
At C) =- 50 0 , the vertically	 Invariance occurs at 6 2! 40°.
polarized component is found
{	 to be independent of the state
I
of the sea.
Vertically polarized tempera-Similar prediction, even
tures appear to approach infinity
	 though Gram-Charlier coi—
1at Fi
	 90° (no Gram-Chorlier
	 reetions were incorporated.
corrections were made).
t
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Horizontally polarized radiation
increases with surface roughness
for G 4 75°.
there is no angle at which
horizontally polarized radia-
tion is found to be independ-
ent of the state of the sea.
Here, Sirounian's model sig-
nificantly differs from that
of Stogryn. An increase is
found for 6 > 40°, but a
decrease for 6 G 40 0 .
Invariance occurs at
6 = 35°.
Largest variations in the hori-
zontal component as a function
of wind speed occur at
e 50°.
The changes in both vertically
and horizontally polarized
radiation with wind speed for
a fixed look angle are larger
for 6 - 50° than for small
angles of observation.
1 , jest variations occur at
very large angles, that is,
C) -- 90° .
Similar prediction
Very slight variations are found
	
A vaguely similar phenom-
for the horizontally and verti-	 enon occurs ... also, cross-
i
	
cally polarized components as a 	 wind and upwind variations
t
	 function of wind direction. For 	 offcct the plane of
r
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i
r
'	 O ^ 50°, the upwind case ap- 
	
polarization
1
1
	 pears to produce larger brightness 	 I
temperatures.
I
The previously mentioned reports by Paris,(1969)and Porter,(
 ^I969,)provide compre-
hensive reviews of theoretical modals as well as measurements. The Paris report is concerned
with the application of microtivove radiornetry to morine meteorology and oceanography. The
Porter report provides a broad view of several fundamental considerations which are inter-
preted quantilatively for a variety of applications.
Paris lists the several factors which determine the intensity field of microwave radiation
as observed from the vantage point of aircraft or satellite vehicles in two groups: environmental
and geometrical. These include:
Environmental Factors
L
Atmospheric Factors
The distribution, of temperature, pressure
water vapor, and liquid water.
t	
The distribution of rain drops, sizes.
J	 The intensity of cosmic radiation.
`	 Oceanographic Factors
f
the temperature and salinity of the surface
layer of the ocean.
Sea Foam
Bubbles
Surface Roughness
Geometrical Factors
Frequency of Microwave Radiation
I_	 Polarization
Inciaencc An,
3-17
Paris computed the compl e x diL.lc.ctrie constant of sea water as a function of temperature,
Isalinity, and frequency. Using Fresnel's law of refleclion far flat sea surfaces, he computed
the apparent block body temperature of the polarized emission from the sea's surfoce for vari-
ous combinations of temperature, salinity, and frequency. His results are shown in Figure 3-6.
The important features are the prediction that the polarized emissive temperature of sea water is
almost constant with temperature and salinity for frequencies new- 15 GHz. It is linearly
proportional to temperature for frequencies near 5.4 GFIz, and is strongly dependent upon
temperature and salinity for fr_: uencies less than 4 Gflz. He further notes that the presence
of foam on the sea surface, du_ :.. hi ( ' ,
 sneering stresses presont in r)u,, h seas may cause a sig-
nificant increase in the emissivity of the sea surface for all microwave frequencies. An analyti-
cal model is not developed; however, it is suggested that heavy seas or precipitation may
inegate the model predictions of Sirourrion and Slogryn.
Paris expressos concern wi th the Krt:iss (1963) mod,, l for the polarized brightness of
up-welling microwave raJiution over various types of clouds, in regard to the Kreiss assump-
tion that the sea surface acts as a smooth flat surface, even under rain and clouds. Rain
falling on the sea surface would create bubbles and foam which would tend to raise the ap-
parent radiance of a cloud at microwave frequencies, as a consequence of the associated
increase in the flux component emitted by the sea underneath a cloud.
^r	 Measurements
A limited number of measurements have been performed which have a direct bearing on
oceanographic applications of passive microwave se-sing. Ground based measurements have
been reported by several researchers; see Peake, Porter, and Edgerton. Aircraft measurements
have been reported by Copurro (1969), Nordberg, et al (1959), and by Singer and Williams
(196°).
The earth based measurements reported by Edgerton are particularly relevant to the
comments o f Paris and V;'illiarns concerning the significance of foam, air bubbles, and rain
aI
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f
on thu surface of the oce^rn. Using a mokile van installotion, field measure ,	s were per-
formed at Ventura Marina, Marineland of the Pacific, and on the Balboa pier at Newport
' Beach, California. The purpose of these measurements was to obtain a basic understanding of
the microwave emission characteristics of the littoral zone and the near-shore ocean environ-
merit. Measurements of the littoral zone were conducted to establish the microwave charact-
eristics of breakers, foaming water, spray, the swash zone, etc. These experiments included
stationary measurements taken from a pier while viewing selected areas of the lit'oral zone,
and continuous measurements of microwave profiles taken while the mobile van was moved
slowly ouiward from the shoreline along the pier. These measurements inc'icatec a cnarneu
vorrat r - , i
	 ' ?	 !1rrZ;htness tcm.pzrat uro, CJu2 to varyin j ocean surface
eonc'itions. The measured vertically and horizontal'y polarized 37 GHz_ microwave tenper--
atures obtained during an antenna beam traverse across the relatively dry beach sand end out
into the near shore environment are shown in Figure 3-7. For these measurements, the antenna
was pointed at a 50 0 nadir angle. The projected field of view on the ocec., '. urface wa< ap-
proximately 7 ft. x 4.5 ft. The dynamic range of observed Li ightness temperatures at each pol-
arization arc contained within the tv:o curves shown fir each polarization. A significant
feature of the data is the very warm mi:rowavc temperature of the foam in the breaker region.
Edgerton concluded as a result of these measurements that the high emissivity associated
wi t h foaming water should be introduced in analytical models, such as those of Sirounian and
f
Stogryn, in order to provid:, a more realistic model.
Several mea , ;,rements were also made by Edgerton of the open ocean beyond the
breaker zone for various antenna viewinc angles in order to establish the relotionship between
micro•.vave brightness temperature and sea state conditions. These measurements are summarized
in Figure 3-8. The average vertical polarization brightness temperature versus average hori-
zontal polarization brightness temperature are shown in this figure for various near-shore sea
states. Brightness temperatures of the surf zone are also shown in this figure. It is of interest
to note that the 13.4 GHz temperatures tend to be warmer for the higher sea states in agree-
3 -20
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ment with the analytical models developed by Stogryn and Sirounian. The 37 GHz tempera-
tures, however, do not coincide with the analytical models.
Few measurements have been made of the microwave rocliation over the ocean under
conditions in which the distributions of essential atmospheric and hydrospheric parameters were
adequately known. Most of the reported measui , ments have been performed using an
instrumented Convair 240A, designated cis NASA 926, which is operated by the Manned
Spacecraft Center, and a Convair 990 used by the Goddard Space Flight Center.
Blinn (1967) has described the microwave radiometers installed in the Convair 240A.
There are two separate microwave radiometers installed on this aircraft, designated the
MR-62 and the MR-64. The MR-62 operates of 15.8 GHz and 22.235 GHz using a common
antenna. The MR-64 operates at 9.2 GHz and 34 GHz, again using a common antenna.
The antenna feed systems for the MR-62 are cross-polarized. The feed systems for the MR-64
are polarized in the same plane. Mechanical rotation of the onfenna systems through 90°
about their boresight axis is required in order to change the polarization planes. The an-
tennas are mounted in the nose of the NASA 926 aircraft which allows look angles of ob-
servation from 0 to 45°. The look angle, like the polarization angle can be mechanically
jadjusted.
`	 Observational data accumulated over the Gulf of Mexico during the mid and latter
'	 pant of 1967, with the MR-62 and MR-64 radiometers, is discussed in detail by Paris (1969).
t
The microwave radiometer installed in the Convair 990 was developed by the Goddard
Space Flight Center. The antenna beam is electronically scanned. The operating frequency
is 19.35 GHz. The antenna consists of an 18" by 18" array of dipoles in which the phase
relationship between respective dipoles is controlled in a manner which allows formation of
a highly directive antenna beam that can be step-scanned normal to the aircraft ground track
f 50° from the nadir.
Measurements perforned with this system over the Gulf of Mexico during June 1967
were of nariiculor significance since the observational data allowed direct comparison with
3-23
the Sirounian and Stogryn thcoretical models. A graphical plot of the observolional duto ob-
twined by this radiometer in a flight over the central western Gulf of Mexico on June 5, 1967, 
1	 is shovel in Figure 3-9. The fli lcht altitude was approximately 10 kw. Reports from surface
ships reported a sea temperature of approximately 18°C. The estimated salinity vies 35.5
grams solute p r !Jlogram of solution (/oo).
The environmental conditions based on photographs taken from the Convair 990 during the
flight indicated that the slay was practically clear and that the ocean surface was quite smooth.
The solid-line in Figure 3-9 is the thcoretical distribution of horizontally polarized brightness
temperature with incident angle, based on the Stogryn model for a flat sea surface. As shown
in Figure 3-9, the measured and predicted temperatures agree at loot: angles near nadir and
J50°. There appears to be some disagreement for values near ±20°. Paris (1969) suggests
that the cliscrepe•)cy at this look angle may be due to antenna effects.
During the flight on June 5, 1967, (identified as Flight 12), the ground track of the
aircraft passed over the coast of Texas near Houston. A plot of the observed brightness tem-
perature versus time is shown in Figure 3-10. Of interest is the large increase in brightness
temperature when one goes from water to land. The inter-coastal canal, bordered on the
Gulf side by a narrow strip of land, is also easily distinguishable.
On the following day, June 6, 1967, the Convair 990 was flown over various types
of clouds present in the Gulf of Mexico. One portion of this flight (Flight 13) passed dir-
ectly over a small group of cumulus clouds. The observed brightness temperature as a func-
tion of time alone the ground track is shown in Figure 3-11 . Measured values are shown as
circles. A smooth analysis of the data is indicated by the solid line. It is apparent from
these measurements that a significant increase in brightness temperature is observed when
the antenna is pointing directly dov., n over the core of the cloud. Paris suggests that this
pronounced increase may occur over those portions of the cloud which may contain water drop-
lets large enough and dense enough to fall as rain. Visual observations during this flight
indicated that the cloud top was at an chilude of approximately 4.6 km, and the cloud base
3-24
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was of approximately 0.6 km above the sea surface.
Nordberg et al (1969) have reported observations of sea state using the 19.35 GHz radiometer
	 -
installed on the Convair 990. These measurements were performed over the Salton Sea in
California. Observational data over the smooth sea appea -ed to be in close agreement with the
Peake, Stogryn, and Sirounian models; however, a marked discrepancy was noted at all
look angles of observation under rough sea conditions. A comparison of measured with
predicted brightness temperatures as a function of loot- angle for the Salton Sea tests are
shown in Fi g ure 3-12.
The major discrepancy betwaen model predictions and measurements is the apparent
increase in the measured brightness temperature by approximately 20 0 K, at all look angles
under rough sea conditions. There was no rain at the time of the Salton Sea observations,
though white-caps and foam, which are not considered in the analytical models, were vis-
uaIly observed.
A recent series of observational measurements were performed over the Irish Sea in
March of 1969 by Nordberg et al, using the 1 9.35 GHz radiometer. The environmental
conditions at the time of these measurements were for more extreme than conditions existing
at the time of the Salton Sea tests. During the measurements over the Irish Sea, winds of
up to 60 knots, with waves to heights of 40 feet, were observed during one day of obser-
vations near a weather front. Cumulus clouds and scattered rain showers typified at-
mospheric condirions. There were th ree significant factors derived from these measurements:
(1)	 The enhancement in brightness temperature at all look angles
as typically observed in the Salton Sea tests was again ob-
served in the Irish Sea tests.
t
I
1
t
j
(2)	 In an attempt to dctcrmine whether foarn was a contributing
factor-, the Convair 990 was flown at 500 feet from the
ocean surface. The observed brightness temperature, when the
antenna beam projection was comp letely contained in a foam
patch was measured to be nearly equivalent to the thermometric
temperature of t he ocean; i.e., the emissivity of the surface
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approached unity. A careful measure of the percentage of foam
patch cover, spatially distributed over the ocean's surface, how-
ever, indicated that the contribution to the observed brightness
temperature, due to fourn patches, would contribute at most
approximately 2°K to the observed brightness terperature when
the aircraft altitude was increased to provide a statistically inte-
grated view of the ocean's surface. This was confirmed by mea-
surement.
1
C
(3)	 When flying a g,,)und track between a rain shower reyion and a
clear region (no rain), an apparent temperature increase of
approximately 200 K was observed in the direction of the shower.
Lack of detailed knowledge concerning the characteristics of
the rain did not allow determination of whether the observed
increase in temperature was associated with rain on the surface or
with the column of rain intercepted by the antenna beam.
One of the strongest proponents of the significance of interactions at the air-sea inter-
P,
r
^C
face, particularly foam, formation of bubbles by ruin, etc., has been G. F. Williams, Jr.,
of the University of Miarni. Singer and Williams (1968) reported the detection of precipita-
tion over the surface of the occon using data obtained with the 15.3 GHz radiometer in-
stalled on the MSC Convair 240A. The detection was based on an observed increase in the
observed brightness temperature over that predicted by the models of Stogryn and Sirounian.
They concluded from their experiment that roughening of the ocean's surface by falling rain
produc es
 a small additional apparent temperature increase; however, winds above 15 knots pro-
vide a marked increase through the mechanism of foam generation. The pursuit of this hypothesis
by Wi llicros lea t ,-) a second series of measurements which were performed in September 1967,
when hurricane 3eula'i moved into the Gulf of ,Mexico. This offered the first allempt to per-
form a direct measurement of the effects of sea foam on apparent radiometric temperature
under natural environmental condi ions. The percentage of foam cover du r ing these measure-
ments was deduced from in-flight photogrupl,s of the sea surface.
3-30
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Based on the results of these measurements and a series of measurements performed on
the ground, using the NASA 926 aircraft, a predicted microwave temperature enhancement
of the ocean versus wind speed has been developed by Williams. A graphical plot of this
empirically determined relationship is shown in Figure 3-13. The observed values for hurricane
Beulah are shown in this figure.
Several earth-bayed measurements and analytical models have been developed to des-
_	 eribe the microwave emission properties of ice. The predicted and measured characteristics
a
are in close agreement, showing that the emissivity of ice is approximately 0.9 when viewed
r
in the nadir direction; hence, ice floating in waler provides an excellent contrast, with the
ri
ice appearing much warmer than the surrounding sea water.
The large apparent temp ,,-rature difference between ice and sea water has been applied
to the detection of icebergs in the North Atlantic by the U. S. Coast Guard (Roeder 1967.
The Coast Guard system operates in an imaging mode to maximize the water surface area
	
t :	 coverage along the aircroft ground track. 	 t
	
f	
j
Summary
r
	
	
The proposed applications of microwave radiometry in oceanography, based cn the
prognosis of Badgley and Vest (1966) are supported by relatively simple physical argu-
ments derived from the physics of passive microwave remote sensing (see Appondix B) .
The most advanced analytical models of Sirounian and Stogryn do not include consid-
eration of such factors as ruin, fog, hail, sea surface foam, or ocean salinity in their anal -
_ L-
ysis of the potential of the rnicicwavu sensor to nreosu.e sea surface temperature and sea
state
Aircraft, as well as earth-based measurements, tend to confirm the significance of
interactions which occur at the air-sea interface, such as bubbles formed by rain, foam, etc.
{
r	 _
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WIND SPEED OVER OCEAN - KNOTS
PROPOSED WIND vs. MICROWAVE TEMPERATURE CURVE
I
I
It would appear that the developnien: of more complete analytical models, which in-
clude the Various air-sea interface interactions, can be most fruitfully pursued through
experimental measurements.
A
I
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I
3.2 Geology and Hydrology
1	
The ultimate users of geologic and hydrologic data include all peoples of the
i	 world, since those data are the- basis of research exploration, leading to an understanding
of the earth.
Water has lone been a scarce resource in man; parts of the world. It is now
generally :ecognized that the development of water resources determines economic growth
and places an upper I im it on that growth .
The principal fields of applied geology are exploration for minerals, oil, and
gas. Though airborne and spaceborne sensors semple to only limited depths, the passive mi-
crowave sensor at long wavelengths penetrates to the greatesl depth, and hence provides a
significant contribution to the sum total of information derived from all sensors.
1
	
	 Geology and hydrology include many remote sensing applications in common
with geography, cartography, and agriculture. This, as a consequence of the fact that the
physical reasoning in support of these potential passive microwave sensor applications,
has many common denominators.
-	 Potential Applications
The intimate interrelationship between geologic and hydrologic applications of
passive microwave remote sensing is apparent from the listing provided by Badgley and Vest
(1966), shown in Figures 3-2 and 3-3, respectively.
The geologic applications include:
Rock types
Porosity
Permeab 11 it,/
Fobric (growth)
Coral reefs
River effluence
z-
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f.
Dunes
Stream, lake, bay deposit fans
Surface roughness
Soil moisture distribution
Permafrost
Heat balcn:_e, variations
Glaciation (continental, valley)
Several of the potential applications in the Badgley and Vest Report are shown
with a question mark (?) indicative of some concern with analytical models .
The hydrologic applications listed in Figure 3-3 are:
Evapotranspiration
Rain distribution and infiltration
Ground water discharge
Water pollution
Run-off and water retention in glaciers
Water regimen of valley glaciers
Snow surveying
Erosion and sedimentation rates
The physical reasoning in support of these potential applications is predicated
on the known and measured differences in emissivity for a large variety of terrain materials.
Emphasis on hydrologic applications is associated primarily with the fact that the emi,sivity
of water is-markedly less than all other- natural materials. The typical cmissivitics of natu-
ral solid materials are concentrated in the range from 0.9 to 1 .0; whereas, the average
emissivity of water is near 0.5.
Models
Analytical models of the microv.ave emission characteristics of a number of
3-35
1	 terrain materials have been the subject of several published papers. The works of Peake
'	 (1967) and Porter (1969) are quite representative. Models bas ed o:r an sssumed semi-
infinite homogeneous medium with relatively simple boundary surface characteristics are1	 quite rigorous. The characteristics of the predicted radiation for several materials have
been confirmed through direct measurement.
'
	
	 Extension of analytical model develop rent from the simple semi-infinite homo-
genous model to multi-layered models and models which assume variation in layer distri-
bution within the spatical resolution of observation, is a much needed next step. The com-
plex models would be more typical of conditions in the real world for several areas of ap-
plication. Those applications which involve a complex spatial distribution of materials
that may be likened to a three-dimensional matrix, represent a significant challenge.
Empiricism appears to be a logical approach to applications in this category.
The semi-infinite material applications, such as snow cover, degree of wetness
of snow, and glacier characteristics, rant; much higher in terms of near-future potential .
Fortunately, applications in these areas have an equally high value rating. Glaciers, for
example, cover approximately 11% of the earth's land surface; however, they are generally
located in inaccessible regions where earth-based measurements are achieved at considerable
expense and personal danger.
The processes of snow accu.-nulation and wastage are dynamic; hence, the ex-
ploratory development of sensor applications require the accumulation of observational data
in sufficient frequency to define the nature of these events.
A significant characteristic of the various model developments in this major area
of application is emphasis on the wavelength of observation as the most important parameter -
this as a consequence of the wavelength d-rcndent penetration depth afforded by microwave
sensi rig.
M--asurements
During the past two decades, most of the major Government and industrial
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Iresearch laboratories have reported the results of either ear l ;,-based or aircraft measurements
for a variety of lerrain materials. An excc llent summary of these research efforts can be
found in the recent works of Paris (1969) and Porter (1969). Three recent measurement
programs have been selected for discussion here as representative of current trends in earth-
based and aircraft measurements. The earth-based measurements reported by Edgerton (1968)
arc' considered representative of present geologic measurements. The earlh-based measure-
ment or snow wetness factors, reported by Kennedy and Sakumoto,(1966) aretypica t
 of hydrologic
applications. Blinn et al (1968) published a very detailed description of an experimental
program combining the results of airborne and earth-based measurements in the multi-
1	 frequency microv:(i,,e sensing of an exposed volcanic Frovince. The published account of
I	 this research effort OPL Technicul Mmorandum 33-405) provides considerable insight con-
corning the various phases of the planning and execution of an airborne measurement pro-
gram.
Edgerton (1968) has described recent research concerning the utilization of
microwave radiometers for terrain. analysis. This work was performed under the spons-)rship
of the Office of Naval Research, the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory, and the
Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory. The objective of these earth-
'	 based measurements was to establish the microwave characteristics of u number of soil
materials.
The radiometer system used for these field studies consisted of a three-frequency
dual polarization radiometric sensor housed in a 16-foot mobile van type trailer laboratory.
The truck portion served as a mounting platform for the diesel power generator and the radio-
meter sensor head mounting boom. Remote cci-itrol of the boom provided positioning of the
radiometric sensor loo!< angle in both azimuth and elevation. The data display for an
instrument of this type is frequently referred to as a "parametric display" in which the
Iobserved brightness temperature is displayed as a function of the elevation look angle in
I
two orthogonal polarizations.
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ITo prcvide a comparative analysis of the measured data with that pledlcted by
analytical models, several materials were selected and the anticipated parametoc relation-
ships computed. The computational meikods were similar to those described by Porter (1969).
In the analytical development of the examples shown in Figure 3-14, the therraornetric
temperature of the surfaces was assumed to be 2900 K, the observing frecl uency was 19.4 GHr,
and the iefie.cted component of radiation was based on a standard atmosphere. Peferring to
this figure , it is of interest to note that grass behaves as a rough surface and shows no polar-
ization dependence. The observed apparent temperature is almost equal tD the thermometric
temperature and exhibits a negligible loot; angle dependence. In contrast, a metallic plate
which exhibits near zero ernissivity emphasizes the reflected component which is predom-
inantly sk y noise. The increase in the observed apparent temperature with look angle fol-
lows tl c "secant la%-;" as anticipated.
The apparent temperatures of a smooth water surface and of concrete with
emissivities intermediate between grass (1 .0) and a metallic plate (0) show the effect c,f the
dielectric constant on the apparent temperature of smooth surfaces. Both water and concrete
also show polarization effects which are typical of most dielectric materials. The maxim,,m
which occurs in the vertically polarized terperature is nuarly equal to the thermometric
temperature of the surface. The look angle at which the maximum occurs is dependent on
the dielectric constant of the material. the larger the dielectric constant, the larger the
look angle at which the maximum occurs.
A composite parametric display of the vertical polarization temperatures of six
materials, measured at 37 GHz (Edgerton 1968), is shown in Figure 3-15. h is of interest
to note the general close agreernert between predicted and measured data . The two lower
curves shown in Figure 3-15, m-ud and sea water, are data obtained from a tidai marsh near
San Francisco, California. The playa sediments and pur. • iceous soil exhibit characteristics
similar to those one might anticipate for dry natural mate r ials. The water content of the
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sand-water mixture (rnud) increases the reflectivity of the composite material and decreases
'	 the ernissiviiy. In general, the curve shape for dry soils is dominated by the emissivity
function, while the curve behavior of wet soils is determined primarily by the reflectivity.
'
	
	 The gross effects of surface roughness are illustrated in Figure 3-16 (Edgerton
1968). The parametric curves shown at the flop in this figure were obtained when observing
^.	 boulders several feel. in diamctcr. The temperature variations, as a function of look angle
in this case, arc due to local topography which affects the angle of observation; i.e., in-
1	 cidence angle. The material used for development of the center curve, labelled "cobbles"
was obtained by passing samples through a 10 cm X 15 cm ; . . ,.h screen. It is of interest to
note that the material of this size shows some of the characteristics of a rough surface and
some of a specular suJace. The vertically polarized component tends to indicate a maxi-
mum which is even more conspicuous for gravel shown in the lower graph.
The measurements reported by Edgerton (1968) : ncluded a playa deposit hi the
Mohave Desert, California, to investigate the relationship between radiometric temperature
c:nd soil moisture content. The material composition, in grade and size, of the playa
observed in these measurements was very uniforrn. Consequently, the only significani
variable in these measurements was the near-subsurface water content and some minor dif-
ferences in surface temperatures. The results of these measurements are shown in Figure
3-17. The moisture content of the soil is shown in this figure as percentage water by
weight for the upper six-inches of the material . It can be seen from these measurements
that the microwave temperature for both horizontal and vertical polarization is a strong
function of water content. The g reater the water content of the soil, the lower the observed
radiometric temperature. As the moisture content increases, the difference between hori-
zontal and vertical polarization temperatures increases, sho4ir,g that reflectivity is a
significant factor. Further, as one might anticipate, 'he more moist the soil, the higher
the dielectric constant; and consequently, the larger the look angle at which the maximum
f
occurs in the vertical polarization temperature.
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It is of interest to note that the rrieasurements reported by Edgerton were devoted
primarily to soil characteristics. However, the moisture content of soil was particularly
significant and has an important bearing on several hydrologic applications such as the map-
ping of the subsurface water table. Though a comparison of data obtained at various wave-
lengths was not included in the Edgerton report, it is reacily apparent from the consistency
between model predictions and measurements thet the longer wavelengths would show evi-
dence of greater depth of penetration below the surface.
Earth-based measurements of snow wetness factors have been reported by
Kennedy and Sakamoto (1967). These field measurements were performed at Crater Lake
National Park in Oregon. The radiometric instrumentation used for these measurements was
the same as that used in the measurements reported by Edgerton (1968). The horizontally
and vertically polarized brightness temperatures of snow measured at 13.5 GHz and 37 GHz
reported by Kennedy and Sakamoto, are shown in Figures 3-18 and 3-19, respectively.
These measurements show that the parametric display is relatively flat in either Polarjzn#i-
between the nadir position and 300 off nadir, •	consideration in the develop-
ment of an airborne or spoceborne imaging display.
A series of measurements were performers. unJcr semi =controlled conditions by
introducing an aluminum plate underlying the snow (the plate \^.,= placed in position prior
t.	 to snowfall). The aluminum plate furnished a known-background condiliun eliminating the
uncertainity that would be present with a snow-soil interface. Though the introduction of
the plate appeared to be a simple solution, the observational data was strongly affected by,
the accumulation of a slush layer approximately 3/4" thick with a free water content in
excess of 40% directly over the plate, in addition to the thicl: film of pure water adjacent
to the plate. To overtone these difficulties, the mea5i.r.cA C&SsWer'e7 're  peat ed under similar
environmental conditions with pumiceous soil replacing the aluminum plate. Though the
results were similar, the complex-soil background reduced the brightness temperature
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contrast. These measurements emphasized the difficulty that one experiences in attempting
to isolate a material sample in its natural environment.
It was concluded by Kennedy and Sakamoto that an empirical relationship could
be established between the radiometric brightness temperature and the percentage of free
. water contained in snow.
From the standpoint of significance to geologic applications, the aircraft
measurements reported by Blinn (1968) are representative of current cupabilities us well as
the level of effort required. The objective of this airborne measurement program was to
determine correlations between multi-spectral microwave radiometric signatures and geologic
parameters. Multi-frequency microwave radiometric measurements were performed on an
exposed volcanic province in the vicinity of Mount Lassen, California. The NASA remote
sensing Convair 240A aircraft, NASA-926, was used for these measurements. The MR-62
and MR-64 radiometric sensors installed on this aircraft are described elsewhere in this
report (see Section 3. 0.
The Mount Lassen test site was selected because it is rela+ively flat and contains
large homogenous areas of material with similar chemical composition.
The investigation of ground parameters at the Mount Lassen site was initiated
two months prior to the airborne measurements. The ground parameter measurements included
standard geologic mapping, particle size determination, petrographic and chemical studies,
as well as density and moisture measurements. The chemical and petrographic measurements
were established along the general area of the flight lines. The location of the ground
measurement samples and the general layout of the test site in the vicinity of Mount Lassen
is shown in Figure 3-20.
Two flight lines were chosen to utilize the characteristics of the terrain to the
fullest extent. Both originated over lakes which offered a geographic reference for the
flight lines and calibration points for the radiometer data. The ground tracks for the two
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flight lines are shown in Figure 3-21. Line,
 1 was flown south to north, and line 2 from
northeast to southwest in a figure 8 pattern. Four runs were flown ove each line in the
same direction and at constant altitude. Two flights were required to obtain data in both
vertical and horizontal polarization at two look angles of 10 0
 and 45°.
In order to maximize spatial resolution, the aircraft was flown at the lowest
possible flight altitude. Low level turbulence during the dory and aircraft safety at night
	
'	 established the flight altitude at approximately 4,000 feet, day or night.
Average measured values of antenna temperature over water, lava, and un-
altered cinder measured at night are shown in Figure 3-22A. The average of daytime
observations over the same area are shown in Figure 3-22B.
As noted by Blinn, there are several factors that may contribute to the observed
apparent temperature difference between Ic ,, ,a and unaltered cinder such as chemical com-
position, moisture content, surface characteristics, microwave penetration depth and thermal
properties. Since the chemical composition of the cinder and lava were essentially the
same, this was eliminated as a contributing factor. Moisture would lieve the effect of
lowering the brightness temperature and decreasing the depth of penetration as previously
described. However, the moisture content was low for both materials and the microwave
return did not show consistently coole+ temperatures at al  frequencies over either of the
materials. Surface roughness would tend to affect the cooling rate, and hence the micro-
wave brightness temperature; however, one would anticipate that these effects would cause
consistent trends in the data. This was not supported by the observations and hence moisture
content and surface roughness were eliminated as controlling factors.
Based on the foregoing arguments, the radiometric penetration depth was con-
sidered to be significant by Blinn. If the penetration depth of the cinder were greater than
that of the basalt and all other factors were e;ual, the 9.3 GHz observations would show
the cinder to be wormer than the lava of night, as indicated by the data. One would
anticipate, however, that the surface temperature would be the same for both
r
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i
materials. This was not supported by the IR and 34 GHz data. This led Blinn to the con-
clusion that the most important factor in the observed response was heat conduction, i.e.,
thermal properties of the material . The better of two thermal conducting materials will
show a warmer surface temperature and a cooler temperature with depth during the night.
(The interrelationship between the heat wave which is determined by the thermal properties
of a material and the electromagnetic wave emitted by a material is described in greater
detail in Section 4. 1).
Blinn (1968) concluded that the wavelength dependent penetration depth
capability of the multi-frequency radiometer provides a significant contribution to the
observed apparent temperatures; however, the cinder, because of its porosity is not as good
a thermal conductor as basalt, and hence the differences in the thermal properties of the
t
materials were the controlling factor.
Based on the conclusions and recom nendations, suggested by Blinn cis a result
of his measurements the following comments can be made, paraphrased in the context of
related conclusions and recommendations derived as a result of this study:
(1) Determination of the effect of individual geologic
parameters on the observed apparent microwave
temperatures can be most easily accomplished if a
relatively simple test site is selected; i.e., one
which is susceptible to analysis of Features using
semi-infinite homogenous models.
I(2) Ground truth data is critical to the interpretation of
observational data.
(3)	 Sensor systems which require mechanical adjustment
3-52
of look angle and polarization complicate both the
flight requirements, as well as the data reduction
procedures.
(4) Provision for in-flight calibration of equipment is
highly desirable.
In addition to the above list of conclusions concerning the planning and im-
plementation phases of any experiment, Blinn wus able, as a result of this measurement
program, to arrive at the following conclusions concerning the potential of microwave
rodiomehy to geological applications:
(1) There is a definite correlation between basic geologic
units and rud;onlctrically observed temperatures.
(2) Long wavelength observations are capable of sensing
su'.,surface temperatures.
(3) There is on apparent correlation between subsurface
layer thickness and the multi -spectral return for a
layered area .
(A) A difference in the surface roughness of two chemically
similar areas is detectable with a dual polarization
radiometer.
Summary
Geolog ic and hydrologic applications of passive microwave radiometry, as
outlined by Bodgley and Vest (1966), are supported by physical reasoning derived from the
interaction of those parameters of natural materials which determine the observed micro-
wave temperature.
Most analytical model studies and supporting measurements, to date, have been
de ,­)ted to the case of semi-infinite homogenous material, i.e., one material composition
observed under various environmental conditions.
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IParametric displays have dominated both the analytical model studies and measure-
ment efforts in tl,is major area of application - indicative of the need for a data form more
susceptible to physical interpretation than provided by an image display.
jHydrologic applications, such as soil moisture content, subsurface water table
detection, snow ,voter content, and glacial characteristics appear to offer greater near-
future potential as a consequence of tiie large signol contrast induced by the presence of
water.
The extensive measurement data available confirms the general hypotheses con-
cerning those material and environmental parameters which determine observed microwave
temperatures. An empirical appioach, utilizing improvements in the sensitivity and cali-
bration of radiometers is suggested cis the most fruitful avenue in support of further research
in this area.
Field measurements require considerable care in both planning and execution.
iSeparation of an observed sample from its natural environment is a critical concern.
i
	
	
Depth of penetration v. , hich is nearly proportional to the wavelength of obser-
vation appears to be the most significant parameter for geologic, as well as hydrologic ap-
plications. The long wavelength region, however, has been excluded from earth-based
measurements as a consequence of the far field requirement associated with a useful antenna
beam angle resolution. In addition, the exploitation of this very important parameter (low
fiequencies)is not suited to most piston and jet-type aircraft, cis a consequence of the
relatively large antenna aperture diameter equired. Helicopters and blimps appear to be
more suitable observing platforms for experimental activities.
It
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3.3 Geography avid Cartogra•,^
Geographical studies deal with both the physical and cultural distribution pattern
choructeristics of the earth. The interpretation of these patterns establishes the intimate
interrelationship between geography and other disciplines such as cartography, forestry,
and agriculture.
Cartography is the depiction of the physical surface of the earth on maps useful to
scientific and engineering disciplines. Accurate topographic maps are a necessary tool
for geologic and mineral resource surveys, marine geology arXJ hydrology studies, water
resources inventory, laird utilization studies, etc.
Knowledge concerning global land-use pattems is one of the most significant indica-
tors of man's strategy for coping with his environment; hence, the intimate relationship
1	 between geography and cartography. The cynamic nature of these land-use patterns are
the results of cornplcx socio-economic decisions and interactions. Knowledge of these
patterns would undaul tcdly aid in attempting to understand the complexity of the motiva-
ting decisions and interactions. It would certainly a;d in predicting future land-use
patterns.
Anplicotions
Specific applications presented in .he p rognosis of Badgloy and Vest (1966) represent
}	 a logical derivation from the forgoing discussion. The geographic applications, for example,
r	 taken directly from Figure 3-4 include:
Land use
Urban studies
Vegetation cover and svi Is
l Glaciology and Permafrost
Cartographic. applications were included in the prognosis of Eadgley and Vest under
I
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"Geologic and Geographic Applications." It is the cartographic feature of thr'se geogra-
phic applications that leads to the selection of the micrcwave imager as the sensor mode
most useful in this major area of application.
Models and Measurements
Geographic and cartographic applications place considerable emphasis on the map-
ping of cultural, as well cis natural, resources. Consequently, the analytical models and
associated supporting measurements roust consider the microwave signature characteristics
of m.rn-made as well natural materials. The radiation characteristics of natural materials
are discussed in the prior section devoted to geology and hydrology. Also in that section, on
r
experiment was dcscribc--d in which an alurrinurn plate was used as a base line reference.
	
t	 The near zero emissivity of this metallic conductor leads to on observed microwave temper-
	
i	 ature determined almost solely by the reflected component which has as its source, sky noise.
Thus the plate appears cold and hence would appear as an anomaly in a characteristically
warm natural environment.
The majority of analytical as well u_ supporting measurements devoted tothe prcdic-
tion of the radio signature characteristics of man-made materials have been sponsored by
	
[	 the DepartmL , nt of Defense. The results of the associated earth-based as well cis airborne
measurements support the ability to detect and map man-made materiais interspersed in a
natural environment. Cities represent a relatively simple example. Frorn the prior dis-
cussion of emissivity differences between asphalt, gross, and water (see Figure 3-1 ,1), one
can easily visualize a microwave map of New York City. The population of concrete in
I
lower Manhattan, and the vegetation of Central Park outlined by the East, Fludson, and
Harlem Rivers would show a "warm" Central Park surrounded by "microwave cool" rivers,
with an intermediate temperature slightly less than Central Park assigned to the concrete
buildings and streets. During or shortly after a rainfall, the streets would standout in sharp
contrast, appearing cool like the rivers. Applying similar natural emissivity contrast
logic, one can easily visualize a radiometric picture of Boston and the Capc Cod hook
forming the Bay.
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Summary
The extension of microwave radiorneiric sensing to the mapping of cultural resources
is supported both analytically us well as by measurement. The achievable angular resolu-
tion, however, is approximately ivro ciders of magnitude less than that available in optical
photography. Consequently, the role of the passive microwave radiometer in geographic
and cartographic apnlications is in those supporting contributions where observations under
overcast weatber conditions, or where depth of penetration below the surface is an impor-
tant fr;:tor. ticre again the significance of the low frequency region emerges as an im-
portant consideration.
i
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3.4 Agriculture  and Forestry
' Agriculture is an international business. It involves the producing, processing,
financing, supplying, and distributing of food and fibic. It is the major component of
any domestic economy. The development of a sound economic base requires an accurate
'	 inventory and a timely continuing accessment of food and fibre resources on a global basis.
At present, this type of information is generally available for the United States. In
'	 several developing countries, this information is non-existent or inadequate.
Forest lands are used for production of many goods and services, in addition to wood.
Wildlife which provides food as well as recreation depends to a great extent upon mainten-
ance of suitable forests or oilier wi Idland habitat. Forest lands are also a major source of
water for agriculture, indust y, and municipalities. Though wood and wood products have
been a mainstay in the economic development of our nation and of most other nations of
the world, many of the tropical countrica are barely in the exploitation stage of forest-
land use. These countries would benefit from an api,ropriate inventory analysis of their
forest resources as nn aid in the logical progression to caref•il utilization and sustained
production.
Applications
Passive miclowave applicalrons in agriculture and forestry based on the prognosis of
badgley and Vest (1966), taken directly from Figure 3-5, include:
Topography
Irrigation water (snowpack)
Soil moisture
Fire detection (predicCon)
Soi I temperature
i	 Damage assessment (flood)
1
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IIn the course of this study, we were fortunate to review USDA requirements in
personal discussions with members of the Department. We learned as a result of these
discussions that the USDA is particularly desirous of an all-weather surveillance capaLility.
'	 This need is boscd on USDA responsibility to the Office of Emergency Planning in natural
disaster situations which involve comrnunilies with populations of less than 10,000 people..
1he USDA performs an interagency service organizaiiorr function in the accumulation of
observational data required for emergency planning decisions. In such instances, the
determination of whether a community is, or is not, qualified to receive federal relief
funds oftc:rr necessitates the use of documented evidence of darnage that is of a photographic
nature (rnop). In discharging this responsil,i lity, the USDA feels that on occasion overcast
weather conditions at the time of a disaster seriously hamper the opportunity to obtain mops
j	 on a timely basis.
t	 Analytical Models a nd tAcasuremenis
The physical reasoning in support of the anticipated agriculture and forestry appli-
cations can be derived directly from the discussion presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The
application to topography, For example, is based on the ability to sense surface roughness.
The "water content" related applications, such as: irrigation water (snowpack), soil mois-
ture and darnage assessment (floods) are all Lased on the relatively low value of water em-
Iissivity (0.5) in comparison with the emissivity of other natural materials.
The ability to remotely sense soil temperature is predicated on the dependence of
the radiated flux on the thermometric temperature of the soil. From the foregoing dis-
cession, ho , vever, it is apparent that the emissivity of the soil must be known as well as
the moisture cont::nt.
IThough
 fire emissivity, thermometric temperature, and variations in moisture content
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(which affect emissivity) determine the outgoing microwave radiation from the material's
rsurface, it is important to recognize that in agricultural applications, the material under
'	 surveillance is known. The prime objective of remote sensing is to establish file condition,
of material and not to identify it. The subtle distinction beriveen the problern of identifying
I
an unknown material and the relatively more simple problem of establishing the condition
of a known material is worthy of note. The complexity associated wilh identifying an
unknown material from its microwave signature has, on occasion, represented a stumbling
t	 block in the "thought" process of microwave physicists approaching the field of Earth
I_ Resource applications. When it is recognized that the problem is to establish the condition
of a known material, the physicists tend to rate this possibility with a for greater dcgrec of
confidence.
Measurements in support of the agricultural applications listed above are covered
elsewhere in this report as they bear an intimate relationship to applications in the field of
geology and hydrology. Perhaps, the only notable exception is the detection of forest
fires. The ability of a microwave radiometer to detect the central core of a forest fire in
the Los Angeles area was demonstrated at least once by the Aerojet General Corporation.
The infrequency of observations of this type is relatcd primarily to the availability of an
airborne microwave radiometer at the time of a forest fire, rather than any question con-
cerning the efficacy of this application.
Summa
The majority of anticipated applications of passive microwave radiometry in agricul-
ture and forestry are common to applications in geology and hydrology. the major areas
of near future benefit appear to be soil moisture content and tie detection of the N;ater
table as an aid in predictin g irr igation requirements. Here again, the use of nwlti-spectral
imaging, using a large range of observing wavelengths, will afford the opportunity to
>f
1
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determine the water table ICVCI as a function of time. the longer the wavelength, the
deeper the pcnetrration below the surface.
Applications involving crop damagE assessment as a result of disease, etc., fall in
the category of complex models which require a more detailed understanding of the associa-
ted biological processes and the relationship of these processes to the observable micro-
wave rodiation chcrocteristics. Progress in these areas would bcne.fit through further
laboratory measurements and supporting analytical studies followed by measurements obtained
under controlled conditions from aircraft platforms.
i
i
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4.0 ADVANCED TCCHNOLOGY RCOUIREMENTS
From a technical standpoint, it was of considerable surprise to us to learn that little,
if any, experimental effort has been devoted to the low frequency region (0.3 to 2.0 GHz)
since physical reasoning in support of the potential benefits certainly appear to outweigh the
attendant difficulties. Compromise and accommodation appear to have played a dominant
role thus far, with predictable results. Present-day sensors arc designed to accommodate the
restraints imposed by high speed airborne platforms. High-frequency systenis are more easily
mated to these airframes. Appropriate low frequency measurements cannot be performed on
the ground. Exploitation of the low frequency region leas been excluded for these simple
reasons. Following a similar pattern, vie find thut present-day radiometric imagery methods
are based on techniques available from other disciplines, though they are not optimum from
a radiometric standpoint .
Though the practical consideration of available capabilities may dictate, at leust for
the moment, the need for compromise, it appears in this case that there is no active plan to
overcome these limitations which have impo , 2d the compromised position. These Iimitotions
are riot insurmountable - the recognition of their existence and the importance of a prompt
solution is the first step.1
	
	 The significance of the low frequency region and the need for more optimum methods
of measurement leads to the following advanced technology requiremerts:
(1) More effective means for obtaining parametric displays fiom air-
borne platforms. In particular, techniques which eliminate the
need for laborious off-line data reduction aril provide more ef-
ficient use of aircraft fliglit time.
'	 (2) Marc effective high speed imagery methods which provide improve-
merit in angular resolution without degradation in sensitivity and
include a real, or near real, time imagery readout.
(3) Simultaneous dual polarization image capability.
(4) Application of these measurement techniques to the exploitation
of the low frequency region .
1
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4.1	 Significance of the Low Frequency Region
The most frequently mentioned advantage of microwave radiometric sensing is the
ability to obtain thermal images of the terrain under overcast weather conditions that pre-
clude infrared imaging. While this is generally true throughout the entire microwave fre-
quency range, atmospheric effects are minimum at the low frequency end of the scale. Hence,
an effective exploitation of this favorable characteristic should logically be concentrated
in the low frequency region.
An equally important characteristic is that the observed microwave radiation origi-
notes below the surface of the material at a relative depth in near linear proportion to the
wavelength of observation. This ability to "penetrate below the surface" is vitally im-
portant to most all earth resource applications. Simultaneous multiple wavelength observa-
tions would provide radio signature maps corresponding to several different depths of penetra-
tion below the surface boundary. This characteristic of microwave radiation from terrain
materials is critically significant even under clear weather conditions. The application of
this capability to related needs in the areas of hydrology, geology, and agriculture is im-
mediately apparent v:hen one considers that the depth of penetration at a wavelength of one
meter (300 MHz) is nearly 100 times greater- than the depth of penetration at a wavelength
Fiji 	 of one centimeter (30 GHz). Present and near-future aircraft imaging systems however cover
the wavelength range from approximatel; 1 .5 cm to 7.5 cm providing a relative depth of
penetration of only 5 to 1 . By exploiting the low frequency region, the available penetra-
tion depth would be increased by a factor of 13 over that currently planned at 7.5 cm,
(See Figure 4-1). Typical User applications which would benefit from the increased depth
of penetration offered by low frequency observations include determinations of:
(1) Soil moisture content in forest areas as on aid in
evaluating the potential forest fire hazard in the
particular areas.
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'	 (2) Relative soil moisture content among several areas
fed by a common irrigation systern in order that irri-
gation may be scheduled in the most efficient manner
to provide maximum use of available water.
I(3) Depth of the permafrost layer below the surface in
arctic regions.
(4) Dish ibuiion of surface water beneath large storms, such
cis hurricanes, to determine the nature and extent of
disaster areas.
(5) Relative ocean surface temperatures to map and observe
fthe motion of thermal anomalies, such as the Gulf Stream,
as an aid in correlating these features with fish movements.
(5) Depth and water content of snow areas as an aid in scheduling
flood control activities.
(7) I-Icat budget of glaciers to improve water runoff prediction
capability.
L(8) Lines of 'emarccrtion between fresf, and salt waior as an
aid in pollution studies.
E
	
	
Anolher Important feature of microwave radiation from terrain materials is the rela -
tionship between surface roughness effects and the wavelength of observation. Surface
roughness is a relative term, since the magnitude e F its effect is determined by the ampli-
tude distribution of the spatial georretiy of the surface about a mean surface level, measured
in units of .avelength. Some user appl i cations require the determination of surface tempera-
tune, or rclalive surface temperature, v hcreas other require c. discrimination between different
surface, or subsurface, materials. Few User applications require a knowledge of the: surface
roughness; an obvious exception is sea state information for the oceuncgropher and the
shipping industry. It is well known that the microwave emission of terrain materials is
influenced by loth the surface roughness and the temperature of the material, thus, it is
desirable to be able to either soporate the two effects or eliminate one of them. This again,
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dictates long wavelengths to minimize the roughness Offects on a scale smaller than a wave-
length.
These three characteristics - negligible atmosphcric effects, depth of penetration,re-
lati ,,e insensitivity to surface roughness - support the significance of the low frequency re-
gion for earth resource applications.
The actual depth of penetration for a particular wavelength of observation is extremely
difficult to compute for other than simplified models, since the observed brightness tempera-
ture requires solution of the equation of radiative transfer which, in turn, requires knov,ledge
of the time function of the temperature distribution with depth below the surface boundary.
The temperature distribution with depth is obtained from the solution of the heat conduction
equation for the material.
In general, the depi i i of penetration. of the heat wave is determined by the density,
specific heat, and thermal conductivity of the material. The temperature distribution within
the material at any time is then determined by the interaction of these parameters on the in-
tensity of the incoming flux incident at the surface boundary.
The outgoing electromagnetic radiation is determined both by the temperature distri-
bution below the surface of the material, as well as the electrical Froperties of the material;
in particular, the complex dielectric constant, dielectric conductivity, and magnetic perme-
ability. A complete solution of the equation of radiative transfer is complicated by practi-
cal considerations such as spatial variations in the thermal, as well as electrical parameters,
that are experienced in the real world.
It may be helpful here to review the general characteristics or the physical processes
which give rise to microwave radiation from ter r ain materials.
The solar radiation absorbed during the day-time propagates in the form of a "heat
wave" into the subsurface in a manner determined by the thermal cond:_ , ctivity, specific
heat, density and structure of the subsurface material.
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The ther,nal properties, combined with the homogeneous, quasi-homogeneous or com-
Alex stratified nature of the Sub-,u:-face material determine the propagation characteristics
of the "heat wave. " These subsurface conditions and moierial characteristics, in turn,
affect the temperature variations observed at the surface. For example, a highly conducting
(thermally) subsurface material would allow heat to be rapidly dissipated away from the surface
into the interior of the material .
`
	
	
The physical processes which g've rise to the observed .adio brightness temperature are
shown diagrammatically in Figure 4-2.
(a) The solor flux incident on the mareriol surface
is partially reflected; however, t'ie majority of
energy is absorbed by the surface. Sonic of the
absorbed energy is propagated into the material
in the form of a "heat wave." The thermal pro-
perties of the subsurface material determine the
propagation characteristics of the "heat wave"
Mid, in turn, determine the temperature distribu-
tion as a function of depth below the surface.
(b) The electromagnetic radiation at microwave
wavelengths originates in the subsurface l a yers
and is propagated toward and through the surface
with an amplitude and phase determined by the
electrical properties of the material and its tem-
perature distribution with depth below the surface.
t
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4.2 The Need for Optimum Methods of Measurement
As a result of thus investigation, it was determined that passive microwave methods of
measurement presently used in support of Earth Resource application studies are not optimum.
They either fail to reflect an appreciation for the current role of measurements in the present
exploratory phase , or employ instrumentation techniques which limit obser-votional capabilities.
Data requirements based on the role of present day measurements lead to the following signifi-
cant conclusions:
(1) Ground based measurements are best suited to the longer
term effort required to develop a compichensive under-
sto,rding of the physical processes associated with the
thermal radiation characteristics of materials.
(2) Airborne and satellite observing platforms are most res-
ponsive to the immediate measurement data needs of the
earth resource program; however:
(a) Present methods fir obtaining parametric dis-
plays from airborne platforms are exceedingly
difficult to execute.
(b) Present passive microwave imagery techniques
based on single beam line scanning provide poor
quality low speed images.
The Role of Measurement
The use of passive microwave sensing for Earth Resource cpplications is in an explcra-
tory phase. The obiective of supporting measurements is to determine those observed terrain
material radiation characteristics which demonstrate a consistent relationship with specific
material or mater-iil conditions. The matrricl or material conditions of interest are those
'	 for whici the available knowledge can be us---fully applied by a User. There are two possible
approaches to this investigation:
i
r
	
(1) Development of a dctai led understanding of the inter-
relationship of the physical processes which determine
the observed radiation characteristics of materials for all
combinations of significant parameters, followed by the
derivation of anticipated radiation characteristics for the
material conditions of interest to various Users.
(2) Direct measur ement of the radiation characteristics of
materials in their natural environment under known condi-
tions leading to an empirical determination of the existence
of consistent and useful relationships.
T is latter opprooch is at first unpleasing to a physicist since it implies a solution
based only on "trope". However, thorough and meaningful investigatory efforts logically
begin with the planning of experiments which involve theory based on expectations, or "hope".
The compl-xity of this particular problem is such that one working with it soon realizes that
the development of a detailed understanding of the associated physical processes also requires
an empirical approach. Since measurements are required in support of either approach, it
is important to consider fhc, measurement philosophy and associated tec,rniques most likely
to provide an efficient near future definitir, c. -,' useful applications for passive microwave
sensors. It is important to note that a detailed understanding of the physical processes which
determine the obs,_ived radiation characteristics of materials is not a prerequisite to establish-
ing the usefulness of the observational data.
In out- opinion, the second approach is more directly applicable to User require-
ments. This does not imply that a detailed understunding of the associated physical pro-
cesses is unimportant and should not be pursued in paralled but rather that the time and level
of effort needed appears inconsistent with current requirements.
The most effective role of measurements of this time is that which s 1pports the empirical
determination cf relationships between observed radiation characteristics and material con-
ditions which are consistent and useful. ! Jseful, in this sense, implies data of value to the
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User. It,therefore, implies a data form that can be obtained from a useful operotional ob-
serving platform, and displayed in a format which is operationally adaptable to the User's
methods for analysis as well cis information distribution.
Thcse requirements are i(np-)sed on those who design the experiments and perform the
'	 measurements. The iesponsibilitics of the experimenters include not only th ^ form of the
data display but also the assurance that the data displays include significant parametric com-
parison, and furihei that the inslrurnentation methods used do not restrict the measurement
capobi lity to less than that achievable.
jWe have concluded f:-am an anaylsis of present methods of measurements that an in-
adequate parametric comparison is provided. The most critical, least exploited, parameter
is frequency. The lour frequency re0ion is essentially unexplored, though the increased depth
of penetration, insensitivity to surface roughness and negligible atmospheric effect suggests
substantial benefits might be realized for the majority of Earth Resource applications.
Analysis of present day aircraft i;nagery instrumentation methods indicates that these
methods limit mailable sensitivity, angular resolution, and observing platform velocity to
vulues significantly less than achievabl,2. k addition, present methods for obtaining para-
metric displays from c: v !aft are both costly andextremely difficult to execute. The associated
instrumeniation metho,!-, and data reduction techniques presently in use are unnecessarily re-
st r
 active.
Present Methods of Measurement
Ground bosed measurements provide opportunities to develop a physical understanding
of the radiation characteristics of materials under controlled conditions. A Detailed physi-
col understanding of the thermal radiation prop:;rtics of materials requires a long term effort
of analysis supported by measurements. The time scale for an investigation of this type
appears to be inconsistent with the needs of the Earth Resource program. Ground based mea- 	 Z
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surernents have already made a major conhibution in the sense that they have ide-rtified the
sensor instrument vaiiobles which are ;rnt:Ortant, such as frequency, lool< angle and two oi-
thogonal polarizations. In addition, they have established the clynumic range of anticipated
brightness temperatures for a wide variety of terrain materials.
Perhaps, the most significant contribution that can be made at this time through ground
^•	 based measurements is the careful calibration of radiometric sensor systems, prior to their
installation on airborne and spacecraft observing platforms. This problem has been partially
solved by the recent invention of the absolute radiometric mode, which provides an output
indication of the absolute temperature of the noise power at the terminals of an an`enna sys-
tem. The translation of this absolute temperature into its various contributing components,
spatially distributed throughout the anlenno pattern is the next andmore difficult step. An
empirical solution, using a carefully instrumented ground based "radiometric range," appears
to be a potentially useful approach.
The Boom-Bin Con cept
In this configuration, a multi-frequency radiornetric sensor is supported on a horizontal
boom. The boom is supported on a tower which moves in azimuth over earth installed bins
filled with various materials or the same material with varying conditions, such as surface
roughness or eater content. This configuration is most pleasing to the physicist since it pro-
vides a nearly complete control of the experim^nlal process. Measurements of this type con-
tribute to an improved understanding of the physical processes associated with the thermal ra-
diation charucte-istics of materials. However, they provide little useful information concern-
ing the radiation characteristics of materials under natural environmental conditions. An in-
strument of this type located in Boston, for example, when equipped with bins of material se-
lected from sites around the country would ultimately provide a measure of soil radiation char-
acter;stics when exposed to the Boston environment; e.g., "Kansas - Boston" wheat character-
isiics. It is apparent that the most appropriate bin materials for a measurement instrument of
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type would not recessorily be representative of any specific "User material," bul rather rep-
resentativo, of various chemical compositions and conditions suggested by cn o,-derly investi-
gation of the interplay of the parameters which enter into those processes which contribute
to the thermal radiation From materials.
Mobile G rou n d Fused Field Measurem ent Systems
The relocation of materials to their non-natural environment in the boom-bin configu-
ration can presumably be overcome by locating the measurement system in the natural en-
vironment of the material to be investigated. Historically, the mobil van installation for
field measurements of this type has been favored as a reasonable alternate to the fixed in-
stallation of an on-site tower and boom . The mobile van installation, however, suffers I i-
C, mitatiorrs imposed by the geometry of its configuration which contaminates the natural en-
vironment. A further significant limitation is the far field characteristic of the sensor on-
tennas,articular) at the longer wavelengths, which re ui • -es that the antennas beP	 Y	 q
located several hundred feet above the material sample to obtain a reasonable angular reso-
lution . If the antennas are placed close to the material, the angular resolution must be pro-
portionally reduced,thereby negating the significance of look angle as an important para-
meter. Either approach is severely iirnited when looking in the nadir direction. The instru-
ment on the high tower observes part of the tower. The instrument on the boom extending
from a van completely shadows the material from incoming atmospheric radiation in the
zenith direction. Further, the van and boom act cis a direct source of radiation on the ma-
terial sample. A completely reflecting structure, for example, would emphasize reflection
of the sky noise component in preferred direction; determined by the geometry of the field
installation. If the van installed boom or other portions of the measurement instrument were
covered by absorbing material, then direct thermal radiation from the absorber would be in-
cident on the source material under investigation.i
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Combination /Aircraft and Ground Based Measurements
It has, on occasion, been suggested that aircraft measurements would be usefully
supported by simultaneously obtained ground based radiometric measurements. The argument
most frequently given in support of these combination measurements is cul:5ration of the radio
signal observed from the aircraft platform through use of the radio signal observed on the ground.
This is not a technically sound argument for the following reasons:
(a) The radio signal incident on the aircraft installed sensor
will differ only slightly from the radio signal viewed by
a ground based terminal (assuming that the several geo-
metrical factors noted above do not contaminate the ground
based signal). The only difference between the two, assuming
both observe the some material at the same angle, frequency,
polarization, etc., will be the attenuation of the signal by
the intervening atmospheric path and the reradiation outward
from the atmosphere to the aircraft installed sensor.
(b) Fiorn the foregoing, it would appear that combination mea-
surements of this type are useful in determining atmospheric
effects. However, in an operational system, sensing of atmo-
spheric conditions and prediction of anticipated effects on
the radio signal received from the terrain must be accomplished
with sensors located on the observing plciform.
One concludes from the foregoinn that combination aircraft and ground based measure--
ments are not required if aircraft installed sensor systems are carefully calibrated. The question
is whether combination measurements represent the optimum approach for calibration of air-
craft installed systems. It would appear rnore logical to calibrate the aircraft sensor on a
ground based radiometric test range prior to installation on the aircraft. The tact range in
this case would be equipped with materials of known thermal radiation characteristics not
necessarily related to any specific material whose characteristics are to be investigated.
Ground Based Measurements of Long Wavelengths
The foregoing discussion concerning the role of ground based measurements for E-jrth
Resource applications is, in general, applicable to the entire microwave and millimeter
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range of interest. A relatively simple geometrical analysis of restraints imposed on ground
based measurements in the low frequency region quickly exposes limitations that make ground
based measurements at long wavelengths unfeasible. We need only recall that ground based
measurements lead to a parametric display of brightness temperature as a function of look
angle in two orthogonal polarizations. As previously noted, the significance of look angle
is related to the size of the antenna bearn angle. The largest useful beam angle required
to obtain a significant nurnber of discrele look angles is of the order of 110 radian (approx-
imately bo). At the longest wavelength of interest (1 meter), the antenna aperture diameter
to obtain a beam angle of 110 radian is 10 meters. The f -3r- field of an antenna of this size
when operating at a wavelength of 1 meter is nearly 114 km, or approximately 700 feet. This
means that the antenna must be located on a tower at least 700 feet high. If an antenna with
a 110 radian beam angle were located on such a tower and pointed in the nadir direction,
the beam angle projection on the ground would be approximately 70 feet in diameter. In
order to minimize observation of the tower in the sidelobe structure of the antenna when the
antenna is pointed in the nadir direction, it would be necessary to support the antenna on a
horizontal boors extending out frorn the lower at a distance of at least 3 beam angle pro- 	 A
jections (210 feet) .
From tiie foregoing analysis, it is apparent that the tower and boom dimensions are in-
consistent with the capabilities of a simple mobile van instal!.ition. Though these dimensions
might be occomodated in a fixed boom-bin type installation, there i little direct immediate
value to be obtained frorn a measurement configuration of this type for the various reasons
previously described.
One also concludes from the foregoing analysis that very little, if any, parametric
analysis of terrain material characteristic, has been accomplished through ground based
measurements in the low frequency region. An instrument configuration of this type would
certainly have attracted pi,blication in the literature.
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listed in Table 4-1 .
TABLE 4-1
RADIO ASTRONOMY FREQUENCIES
Man-made RFI
Man-made radio frequency interference is of greater concern in the low frequency re-
gion than at high frequencies. Man's exploitation of the frequency spectrum has his-
torically progressed from lower to higher frequencies. Frequencies in the range from 300 MHz
to 2 GHz have been assigned to a variety of communication and rodor system applications.
Fortunately, there are several radio astronomy bands in this low frequency region. These
"quiet bands" have been established tlrroug!, international agreemcni. No transmitters are
allowed in these bands, consequently, they are obvious candicicries for application to passive
remote sensing. The presently available radio astronomy bands from 300 MHz to 38 GHz are
i
322 - 329 MHz
404 - 410 MHz
606 - 614 MHz
1400 - 1427 M Flz
1660 - 1690 MHz
2690 - 2700 MHz
3165-3195 MHz
4800 - 4810 MHz
4990 - 5000 M FI z
5300 - 5815 MHz
8680 - 8700 MHz
10.68 - 10.7 GFIz
15.35 - 15.4 GHz
19.3 - 19.4 GHz
31.3 - 31 .5 GHz
33.0 - 33.4 GHz
33.4 - 34 GHz
36.5 - 37.5 GHz
It is unfortunate that sortie of the assigned bands are so narrow since radiometr is sensitivity
improves directly as the square-root of bandwidth. The number of bands assigned in the low
frequency region, however, is more than ad equate to obtain a significcrit number of quantitized
steps to capitu!ize on the wavelength dependence of penetration depth. An optimum approachI to system design would be predicated on operation within the radio astronomy bands. Systems
should be equipped with a dual predetection bandwidth capability; one determined by a pre-
detection filter with steep skirt selection confined to the radio astronomy band, and a second
4-15
filter- somewhatbroa .-!er than the assigned band but centered on the band center frequency.
The broader band would be useful in remote areas away from the congestion of large city
communication traffic. A relatively simple threshold logic circuit would implement the auto-
matic selection of the most appropriate operating band.
The microwave window centered at a wavelength of 7.5 cm is bounded at high fre-
qucncies by atmospheric attenuation and at low frequencies by cosmic nose. At frequencws
below 30OMHz, the cosmic noise intensity expressed in effective brightness temperature units
rapidly exceeds the earth ambient temperature of 2900 K. The intensity of this noise field must
be carefully considered in the dcsi 5n of low frequency antenna systems for Earth Resource ap-
plications to minimize back and far-out sidelobe contributions. Another effect, which hos
not been reF&)rted to our knowledge but undoubtedly would be observed, is a marked increase
in the brightness temperature of the sea at observing frequencies lower than 100 MHz. At
these frequencies, the cosmic noise is so intense that the reflected component from the sea
surface would exceed the nominal earth ambient temperature of 290 0 K. At these frequencies,
the temperature contrast between sea and adjoining land would be the reverse cf that observed
at short wavelengths; i.e., the sea would appear "hot" and the land "cold". A possible ap-
plication might take the form of a bistatic scatterometer using cosmic noise as the "transmitter".
A graphical plot of the frequency dependence of cosmic noise in effective brightness
temperature units is shown in Figure 4-3.
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Parametric ani Image Displays from Airborne Platforms
There are two types of passive microwave sensors presently used in aircraft measure-
ment programs:
(l) Mechanically adjusted, single polarization, and point-
ing quantitized spot analyzer to obtain a parametric dis-
play.
(2) Single polarization, single boom scanning system to ob-
tain an image display.
A quantized spot analyzer is depicted in Figure 4- 1 . The sensor operates simultaneously,
at several frequencies with the individual antenna aperture diameters selected to provide the
same antenna beam angle along a common boresight. Each antenna is linearly polarized.
Reception at an orthogonal polarizatior, is accomplished by mechanically rotating the an-
tenna structure through an angle o f 900 in tl,e plane normal to the boresight axis. The look
angle, relative to the nadir direction, is also mechanically adjusted .
The complexity associated with data accumuiotion and reduction for a system of this
type is quickly grasped when one recalls that the objective is to provide a parametric dis-
play of brightness temperature as a function of look angle for two polarizations (usually
vertical and horizontal.) The pictorial presentation in Figure 4-4 shows one possible mode
of operation. At the initial position of the aircraft, the look angle is adjusted to p:oject
the antenna beams on the terrain material to be analyzed. The look angle is set at the maxi-
mum angle that wi II be included in the final output display. As the aircraft moves along
the ground track, the look angle is continuously adjusted so that the selected terrain sample
is maintained ii the antenna beams until the sample is in the nadir direction. This provides
the data required to develop a parametric display of brightness temperature as a function of
loot; angle for one polarization. To obtain the parametric display in the orthogonal polariza-
tion, the aircraft must perform a circular maneuver to re-acquire the material sam,,)le on the
-!
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original ground track, and then it must re-fly the ground track. The entire flight sequence
provides the data required to generate the parametric display of brightness temperature ver-
sus IoDk angle in both polarizations, for the one discrete sample originally selected. The
entire sequence must then be repeated to obtain a parametric display of the next sample.
Aside from the attendant difficulties of precisely re-flying the same ground track and con-
tinuously adjusting th-- look angle in synchronism with the ground track velocity, the entire
procedure is very time consuming since most of the aircraft flight time is devoted to the turn-
about reacquisition maneuver.
The most corn,lonly used method represents a slight modification of the previously des-
cribed procedure. The procedure, in this case, is to set the look angle at the maximum
value to be used in the final parametric display, and then proceed to fly along a pre-selected
ground track. The data accumulated in one flight along the ground track is the brig!ltncss
temperature as a function of time for a fixed fool; angle and polarization. In the data reduc-
tion process, time - through the knowledge of aircraft ground sFeed - is converted to an
identification of the material sample in the antenna beam at each interval of time. Eoch
flight along the ground tract:, therefore, provides one point on the desired parametric display
for any one material sample; i.e., brightness temperature as a function of one look angle and
one polarization. The ground track is then successively re-flown for each of the required incre-
mental changes in the look angle needed to develop a complete parametric display for one
polarization. The entire series is then re-flown to obtain the data re ;uired for the second
polarization.
As a typical example of the number of successive flights over a selected ground track
required to develop a parametric display, consider the case of a 30 beam angle covering
a look angle range from, nadir to 600 . A minimum of 20 incremental look angle steps will
be required for each polarization or a total of 40 flights over the identical ground track.
Here again, most of the aircraft time is devoted to }he turn-around acquisition maneuver. In
4-20
addition, the data reduction process becomes quite complex and tedious. 	 This can be seen
1 by recalling that the data required to obtain a complete parametric display for any selected
sample of terrain material along the ground track will be contained in all 40 data records,
since each record contributes one data point to the final display. 	 Each segment of the mag-
netic tape recording, corresponding to each flight along the ground track, must be separately
analyzed to determine the location of each material sample through knowledge of the speed
' along the ground track and a synchronizing time pulse on the tape. 	 Deviations in the ground
' speed among the 40 data records further complicates the data reduction process.
Aside from the fortitude required of the investigator, particularly in the date, reduction
process, the principal drawback is the large amount of time needed to accumulate the re-
quired data	 - at minimum, several hours, and on some occasions several days - with the re-
suit that the observing conditions and the conditions of the material sample muy change during
the time required for the accumulation of a complete set of observational datu.
Parametric displays are very important since they most closely complement the data
form obtained from ground based measurements.	 Their usefulness in the interpretation of image
Y
displays is equally significant.
Image displays have become increasingly popular in recent years.	 The reason is not
immediately obvious when one notes that each terrain material sample displayed on on
image provides a measure of brightness temperature at only one look angle and with present
instrumentation, at only one polarization and one frequency. 	 The most significant observing
parameters are fret uenc y	look angle, and two	 larizat ions.	 Substantial theoretical asp	{ 	 , ,	 9	 Po
well as ground based measurement efforts have been devoted to establishing the relationships
between these various parameters for various materials and material conditions.
1 It is difficult at first to perceive the value of a data form (image) which precludes in-
terprctatiorr in terms of these well-known parametric relationships.	 The development of a
parametric display using an imaging system, however, would'ae nearly as complex as the
s`
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methods associated with the prev*, ously described quantized spot anulyzer. In order to
obtain look angle information, several images of the some area would be required; each
obtained by successive displacernent of parallel ground tracks, separated by the antenna beam
projection in the nadir direction. Present day imaging sensurs which are equipped with a
single polarization capability would be unable, by any aircraft maneuver, to obtain data
required for a parametric display of the orthogonal polarization.
It is apparent from the foregoing discussion that present day passive microwave images
are not susceptible to interpretation in the normal parametric sense. Correlation of the ob-
served signal characteristics with known material cnd material conditions represents the only
available avenue for analysis of a single image. Temporal variations are, of course, sus-
ceptible to analysis on an image-to-image basis.
The foregoing comments concerning the restraint on look angle as a useful parameter
for data interpretation of an image do not apply, of course, in the case where the sample
under observation is uniformly distributed throughout the entire image. A typical example
would be the observation of sea state on an image display.
The popularity of image displa>s is based on User preference. This data form does, in
most cases, meet the User's needs for operational adaptability; i.e., usage.
The imaging sensor configuration in common use today is shown pictorially in Figure
4-5. A single antenna beam is either step-scanned or continuously scanned normal to t;:e
ground track through an angular extent determined by the desired maximum look angle of
observation. The forward motion of the aircraft along the ground track produces a raster
scan of the terrain. The principle clkadvantage of this method is the restraint imposed on the
available. observing time for each independent sample. The total antenna beam scan time must
' be equ_,Ily shared by each independent look angle increment. For a y 500 scan angle about
the nadir direction, a sensor with a 3 0 beam angle is allowed to look only 1/33of the time
at each discrete sample contained in a line scar;, in comparison with the time that would Fe
4-22
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available to a quantized spot analyzer with the same size beam angle pointing co!)tinuously
in the nadir direction. The minimum detectable signal capability of otherwise identical
systems would be a factor of 5.5 times poorer in the single beam scan-imaging mode .
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4.3 Analysis of Instrument Technology Requirements
Restraints
Identification of airborne observing platforms as an effective means for data ac-
cumulation leads to consideration of the restraints these platforns impose on the design and
performance eharaclerislics of passive microwave sensors. These include:
(1) The physical size of the antenna structure and its
effect on the aerodynamic characterislics of the
aircraft.
(2) The velocity-height profile characteristics of the
aircraft.
In planning an airborne measurement program, one of the first considerations is the desired
projection of the antenna beam on the earth terrain. The antenna beam projection is deter-
mined by the flight altitude and the antenna beam angle, in particular:
Beam Projection - h O A
	(4-1)
where the beam angle OA is expressed in radians and the flight altitude h in a convenient
linear dimension.
The size of the antenna aperture required to obtain the desired beam angle is de-
termined  by the wavcl^ngth of oLservaf ion . The relationship is:
4A
 - - D	 (radians)	 (4-2)
where ), is the wavelength of observation and D is the antenna diameter required to obtain
a beam angle 0A.
A comparison of antenna aperture diameters required to obtain a beam angle of
1/10 radian (approximately 6a) as a function of the wavelength of observation in the range
from 1 em to 1 meter is sl • own in Table 4-2 .
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TABLE 4-2
'	 Antenna Diameter, D, vs Wavelength,
for a Beam Angle of 1/10 radian
^(cm) 7/(GHz) D (M)
1 30 0.1
3 10 0.3
10 3 1 .0
15 2 1.5
20 1.5 2.0
50 0.6 5.0
100 0.3 10.0
If the angular resolution rcquirementwere increased to 30 ( 1/20 radian), the antenna diameter
requirements shown in Table 4-2 would be a factor of 2 larger at each wavelength. This is
not a pnrticulorly severe requirement at a wavelength of 1 cm (frequency of 30 Gilt) since
the required antenna iiameter would be approximately 8 inches. The antenna diameter required
at 300 MHz, however, to achieve the some angular resolution ( 1/20 radian) would be in excess
of 60 feet. From this simple example, the incompatibility of antenna size requirements and
airborne observing platform capabilities becomes readily apparent.
Since the projection of the antenna beam on the terrain is a prime requirement for
most mecsurement programs, one might consider than an obvious solution would be to fly at low
altitudes and achieve the desired projection on the earth terrain with a larger bearn angle and
consequent smaller antenna aperture diame ter. Unfortunately, this approach has two adverse
effects:
(1) The beam angle size becomes so large that the
received radiation represents an integrated com-
posite over a large look angle extent about the
nadir direction.
4-26
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(2) The ability to obtuin an image display is negated
by the inadequate number of independent look
angle samples uvuilable normal to the aircraft
ground track; i .c . , the significance of indepen-
denf look angle samples is directly related to the
size of the antenna beam angle.
Since image displays, as well as parametr ic displays, arc required from airborne platforms,
it immediately follows that on antenna beam angle of 1/10 radian is near the maximum useful
value. Consequently, the minimum antenna size requirements for the low frequency region
fall in the range of 1 .5 to 10 meters in diameter, as shown in Table 4-2. Clearly, these size
requirements, particularly at the longest wavelength, represent a significant mechanical in-
terface consideration for present-day jet and most piston type aircruft observing platforms.
1' is important to note, however, that these size requirements are not unreasonable in terms
of future satellite systerns. Spuce-qualified 10 meter diameter antennas are today considered
representativEt. of the state-of-the-art. It is equally important to note that the mechanical
tolerances imposed on antenna s t ructures at long wavelengths arc linearly less stringent than
at short wavelengths, since the mechanical tolerance requirements for antenna structures
are expressed in terms of a fixed fraction of the operating wavelength (usually 1/16) .
It is apparent from the foregoing discussion that future earth-orLiting satellite
systems will be capable of easily accommodating antenna size requirements even at the
longest wavelengths in tale low frequency region. A space antenna, 100 meters in diameter
with a mechanical tolerance of 6 cm across the entire aperture, is certainly within the grasp
of our near-future technology. An antenna of this diameter would provide a 0 .6 0 antenna
beam at the longest us^ful wavelength in the low frequency region .
Exploitation of the low frequency region is at present limited by aircraft capa-
bilities. These restraints however will not be encountered in satellite systems. Measure-
ments obtained horn an airborne plafforn, represent a useful step in satellite sensor system
development. Airborne observing platforms such as blimps and helicopters are better suited
to low frequency system requirements than typical winged aircraft, piston or jet.
3-r	
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A further significant area of consideration is the relationship between the mini-
mum detectable si gnal capability, antenna beam projection, c rd velocity of the airborne
platform .
If we assume that the system noise temperature and predetection bandwidth have
been optimized and are fixed, the minimum detectable signal capability of a radiometric re-
ceiver is determined by the post detection integration time constant. For the simple case in
which a single antenna beam is fixed and pointed in the nadir direction, the velocity of the
aircraft determines the "sample time," defined as the elapsed time between two adjacent and
tangential beam projections. The expression for the "sample time," i s , takes the foam:
t =	 h OA—
	
(4-3)
s	 v
where v is the velocity of the aircraft along the g, ,ound track.
In order to provide an ;ndeperrdcnt mccsure of successive tangential beam pro-
jection samples, the nominal post detcc; ion infegr:,tion time constant of the receiver should
be approximately one-third of the sample time; i.c., the time that any portion of an inde-
pendent sample remains wiihin the ontennu bearn projection. The post detection integration
time constant of the receiver, therefore, may be expressed in the form:
is	 h ©A
3
	
	
(4-4)
3 v 
The sensitivity of a microwave radiometric receiver, expressed ; a terms of the
minimum detectul,le root mean-square antenna temperature change, is inve:scly propor-
tional to the square-root of the post detection integration time constant, i .e .:
AT	 ^=	 i	 (4-5)
rms
	
L
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The following conclusions can be drawn from the relationships shown in Equations
t
(4-4) and (4-5) :
(a) For a fixed air-c roft velocity and antenna beam angle,
the sample time increases linearly with altitude; and
hence, the available radioretric sensitiviry increases
as the sq uare-root of the altitude.
(b) For- a fixed altitude and aircraft velocity, the sample
time increases linearly with the beam angle projection;
and hence, the sensitivity improves with the square-
root of the beam angle projection .
(c) Since the beam angle for a fixed wavelength of oper-
ation is inversely proportional to the antenna diameter,
the radiometric sensitivity of the system will improve
as the inverse square-root of the antenna diameter.
!t	 (d) To maintain the sample time constant for a fixed beam
angle, a constant value of the ratio h/v is required.
'	 These simple relationships show why passive microwave measurements from aircraft require
j	 lower spaccls at lower altitudes in order to maintain a constant sensitivity. This is frequently
referred to as the "low slow — high/fast" condition. The relationships also shoN, why the
antenna beam angle cannot be made arbitrarily small, since improvement in angular rc_o-
lution (reduction in beam angle projection) degrades the minimum detectable signal capa-
bility, i.e., the minimum detectable signal capability degrades as the square roat of the
improvement in beam angle resolution.
From the fore joing, one reaches the interesting conclusion that the size of air-
!	 borne antennas at short wavclengths are determined by the relotionship between the minimum
detectable signal capability and the velocity-altitude profile of the airborne platform. At
longer wavelengths, typical of the low frequency region, the size of the antenna is deter-
mined by mechanical interfaces between the aircraft and the antenna structure, since at low
freauencies one never reaches the condition where the beam angle is small enough to ad-
versely affect the desired minimum detectable signal capability.
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An example of these limiting conditions can be seen by referring again to Table
4-2. This Table lists the antenna diameters for selected wavelengths of observation which
pro"ide a 1/10 radian beam angle (approximately 6 0) . Note that a 30 GHz antenna is only
0.1 meter in diameter, while a 300 MHz antenna is 10 meters in diameter.
Assumina that the maximum antenna size for most piston and jet-type aircraft is
2 meters in diameter, and further recalling that present day radiometric sensitivity is essen-
tial Iy independent of frequency, in the frequency range from 300 MHz to 30 GHz, we note
in reference to Table 4-2 that the 1 GHz antenna system is the largest (2 meters in diameter)
that can be conveniently carried on an aircraft. If now we were to increase the diameter of
a 30 GHz system from 0.1 meter to the allowed 2 meters and install it on the some aircraft
with a 1 GHz- system, h,e beam angle projection at 30 GHz would be decreased by a factor
of 20. This would require a corresponding reduction in the post detection. integration time by
a factor of 20, leading to a degradation in sensitivity at 30 GHz by a factor of approxi-
mately 4.5. If nc .,e installed a 300 MHz system on the same aircraft and reduced the
antenna aperture aiameter from 10 meters to 2 meters, this would result in a correspond-
ing increase in the antenna beam angle from 6 0
 to 300 . The integration time constant could
then be increased by a corresponding factor- of 5. The minimum detectable signal capability
at 300 MHz would consequently be improved by a factor of approximately 2.25 over that ob-
taincd by the 1 GHz system.
The inescapab l e conclusi..r. is that the characteristics of airborne observing plat-
forms intimately affect both the spatial resolution and minimum detectable signal capability
of passive microwave radiometric sensors.
In the foregoing analvsis, we treated t:ie case of a single antenna fixed in posi-
tion and pointing in the nadir direction. However, there are several significant implications
concerning methods for irnplerncnting imaging sensors on aircraft platforms that can be derived
from the forecr-ing discussion.
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The common present day technique for developing a microwave radiometric image
is to step-scan the antenna beam of a single sensor in the plane normal to the aircraft ground
track. By this tecinn', que, one scan of the antenna bearn between pre-set loot: angles, equally
displaced about the nadir direction normal to the flight path, must be accomplished in the
previously defined "sample time." This assures that the succeeding line scan is appropriately
interlaced to produce the desired image. In this case, the previously defined sample time
for the fixed nadir lool.ing system is now equivalent to the ietal scan time. Since the anten-
na bearn must look at N independent samples in each line scan (where N is the total scan
angle divided by the antenna beam angle), then the observing time for each look angle sam-
ple is 1/N of the sample time available for the case of a fixed signal capability for the scan-
ning system is 1 4 poorer than the sensitivity of the nadir looking system. For example, a
system with a nominal 3 0 beam ancde when scanned +500 about the nadir direction to produce
an image must look at a minimum of 33 discrete samples in each line scan. The post detec-
tion integration time constant must, therefore, be reduced by a factor of 33 over that allowed
if the bearn were fixed and pointed in the nadir direction. The sensitivity in the ^^arr:, ng
mode will, therefore, be a factor of 5.7 or approximately 7.6 db poorer than the minimum
detectable signal capability of a fixed nadir looking system.
Imacrery obtained by scanning of a single antenna beam introduces more signi-
ficant limitations on system performance capability than those associated with aircraft velocity-
height profiles. More optimum methods for obtaining passive microwave images are clearly
indicated.
Potential Solutio ns
One possible solution to the degradation i^ sensitivity associated with the imag-
ing mode is shown pictorially in Figure 4-6. The sensor system projects several simultaneous
contiguous beams along a line normal to the ground track. In comparison with the previously
described single beam scanner, 33 separate antenna beams would be simultaneously projected
along the line normal to the around track. previously scanned by the single beam. One possible
4-31
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means for implementing a multiple beam configuration of this type would take the form of a
Luneberg lens fed by 33 individual iii-line feed elements. The use of individual feed elements 	 {
can easily be adopted to sirnultaneou:ly sense the received radiation in two orthogonal polari-
zations. Each antenna feed element (or artenna beam direction) would be equipped with a
microwave sensor. A system of this type would provide the following unique capabilities:
(1) A VN improvement in sensitivity over that of a
single beam scanner, where N is the number of
discrete look angle samples. (In the case previ-
ously described, the improvement in sensitivity
would be the V 33 or a factor of 5.7) .	 I
(2) If the some sensitivity achieved by a sinale beam
scanner is considered adequate, then the image
could be obtained at aircraft velocities N times
greater than available for a single beam scanner.
In the example cited, this approaches satellite
velocities at aircraft altitudes, or in the more
practical case, the some beam angle projection
(not beam anale) from satellite orbit as obtained
at aircraft altitudes.
(3) Simultaneous images are obtained in two polar-
izations .
Pa rametric Displ ays from Airc raft
Another very unique feature associated with the simultaneous multiple beam,
dual polarization, continuous strip imager can be obtained by rotating the system through 900
about the nadir direction so that the line of centers of the multiple beams fall along the
ground track. In this configuration, the system becomes a multiple beam, dual polarization,
continuous spot analyzer, as shown pictorially in Figure 4-7. Only one-hr..If of the mul-
tiple beam structure, extending forward in one direction from the nodir position, is shown
in Figure 4-7.
As the aircraft flies along the around track, each sample of material resokod by
t
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the antenna beams moves through each beam in succession from the maximum look angle di-
rection to the nadir direction. One flight along the ground track is all that is required to
obtain real time parametric displays as a function of loot; angle in both polarizations for
each contiguous sample of terrain material iocated on the ground track. No turn-about or
reacquisition maneuver is required by the aircraft.
Advantages afforded by a system of this type, operating in either the parametric
display or image display mode, are the high speed, high resolution capabilities that are ob-
tained with an actual decrease in the off-line data reduction time requirements. The ability
to obtain high speed real time parametric displays is particularly significant since this offers
the opportunity to accumulate parametric data in a storage bank format which can be used
for direct interpretation of image anomalies.
I
L
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1	 5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
1	
An experimental investigation of the potential benefit of long wavelength passive remote
a
	
	sensing to Earth Resource applications is suggested as an immediately significant technical ob-
jective . The effort requires the development and evaluation of remote sensing techniques
applicable to aircraft and satellite observing platforms, which offer substantial improvement
over present methods. Emphasis should be given to those techniques which will provide:
Simultaneous dual polarization irnages;
L	 Simultaneous dual polarization parametric displays;
.VImprovement of	 N in image sensitivity or N in
observing platform velocity where N is the number
of antenna beam directions normal to the vehicle
ground track required to develop an image.
5.1 User Involvement
A more effective organization and implementation of measurement programs (extend-
ing beyond technical detail) is of critical concern. It is clear that these programs must be
organized to provide a far better coupling of interdisciplinary relationships than typically
...
	
	
achieved thus far. Seminars have been dramatically inadequate. These frustration sessions
invariably highlight the efforts of one discipline or group, leaving partner discipline partici-
pants in a state of limbo — asking "what does this mean to me," "how did we get here,"
"where are we going," "what have we learned." These sessions, however, have consistently
provided a very valuable piece o r information. They have shown that vie have been pecking
iat this problem — each from the direction of his own discipline. The required and available
capabilities have not as yet been integrated in a common effort which appropriately reflects
interdisciplinary direction and contribution.
'
	
	 Thougl, our report emphasizes p'-)ysical concepts and engineering details which
provide a logical technical base in support of conclusions and recommendations, there is
ian underlying ikeme which is keyed to the method of imp...
	 nation.. User involvement in
a real and direct sense is the crux of this therne. There are many partners in this venture —
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each represents some required discipline or capability. It is important to note, however,
that the associated disciplinary objectives arc not necessarily compatible in the short term.
Consequently, the organization of the research program is as critical to its success as those
who participate.
More meaningful results require a more meaningful and direct participation of rep-
resentatives of the related disciplines in each phase of on experimental program — starting
with definition and planning and proceeding through instrument assembly and data accumu-
lation — to the analysis and interp retation of the data. The User is, perhaps, the most crit-
ically important participant since he is best equipped to:
(1) Interpret the usefulness of results in terms of his
immediate needs.
(2) Provide the correlation of observed microwave
characteristics with those physical conditions
most Important ro him.
It is evident that through an effective plan of joint participation, the product of each effort
would reflect the criteria of "usefulness" imposed by the User. This does not imply that what
might otherwise be accomplished without benefit of User participation would not be useful,
but it does mean that one could interpret useful as "more immediately applicable" with a
greater degree of confidence .
A fregUently asked question is- "what are the User requirements?" It is interesting
that this question persists when so many have discussed it with Users on so many occasions.
The User has consistently given the answer to this question. What he would like is o useful
system which is reliable and simple. By "system," he means a data-gathering mechanism
which includes consideration of the vehicle, the sensor, dura storage, compression, presenta-
tion, and usage -- the entire cycle. He is a, concerned with the compiexityy-of the sensor as
he is with ►he interface between the steps cf data acquisition and storage. He is concerned
with the present ability to quickly acquire large quantities of accurate data and what this
means in terms of the requirement to handle the data and quickly present it in a useful manner.
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In brief, the User views his requirement as on ovcrull system - an integral part of his total
fun  tion.
Though there are a number of User Agencies, the commonality of their system
needs has become apparent through our several discussions. To be truly helpful to the User,
we cannot expect to overate in the partial vacuum of individual disciplines as has some-
times been done. We must join with the User and understand his total system requircmcnts-
as well cis his concern with the individual pieces of hardware that make up the tote l data-
gathering and usage mechanism.
We are not going to set aside the dichotomy between contributor- objectives and
User requirements through seminars and team meetings alone. These tend to highlight after-
the-fact results. Each discipline can fruitfully become involved with the User at the very
outset of any Earth Resource related program effort. This rapport is as important to advanced
research and technology efforts as it is to experimental measurements programs in which
available equipments are used.
This report amply describes what it is felt from the viewpoint of our own disci-
pline should be done to optimize the contribution, of microwave radiometry to Earth Resource
applications. Though a major effort is required in the development of advanced instrumen-
tation techniques, the usefulness of the end product would benefit immeasurably through the
early and continued participation of User expertise and advice. Representatives of several
User Agencies, contacted during this study, shared an equal degree of enthusiam for an
approach along these lines.
5.2 Researc ifi and Engineering Plan
The objectives of a recommended Research and Engineering Program are twofold:
(1) Develop the passive microwave instrument technology
required to provide more effective methods for the ac-
cumation and interpretation of observational data ob-
tained from airborne observing platforms.
(2) apply the advanced techniques developed under Item (1)
E:
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to the low frequency region to establish the efficacy of
these new techniques and accelerate the exploitation
of the benefits to be derived from data obtained at
these low frequencies.
Implementation of this program should be predicated on the identification of critical
technological milestones and a common denominator approach to the achievement of these milc-
stories. The investigation of the total system concept should proceed along the lines of a
"building-block approach." This would concentrate attention in a logical investigative se-
quenco on chose areas which require advanced technique development. Verification of the
performance achieved at each technological milestone would be obtained through carefully
planned and executed supporting measurements.
The "building-block approach" has the following advantages:
(1) Minimizes development risks by identifying dependent
relationships between the several advanced techniques
required for the total system . The investi g arion of each
technique can be scheduled in an orderly sequence at
the subsystem level . Verification of the desireu per-
'	 formance could be obtained by configuring the subsystem
in a useful measurement instrument form to allow veri-
fication of anticipated Performance, cis well as the ac-
cumulation of data that would benefit through User
anal ysis .
(2) Provides adequate lead time to consider design approaches
which will reduce ;nstrument size and complexity and im-
prove the reliability of each subsystem before its intro-
duction in the follow-on buiiding-block cycle .
(3) Provides an effective means for coupling the total program
effort to User involvemert through a sequence of measure-
ments initiated early in the program and continued through-
out the various phases of the pro g ram .
A research and engineering program along these lines should result in the development and
evaluation of advanced techniques to provide a simultaneous dual polorization multiple beam
s-a
0	 imaging capability; and by simple mechanical rotation of the sensor head through 90 0 , a
continuous series of parametric displays ulong the ground track of airborne obser ving plat-
forms. Technical areas of concern, in order of priority, include:
(1) Sirrrultancous operation of N radiometers, where N is
'	 twice the number of look angles. This will provide the
desired image in both polarizations.
i(2) Antenna configurations, in particular, their integration
with airborne observing platforms.
(3) Data recording and di!piay subsystems for parametric and
imagery modes.
(4) Definition of experimental measurements to verify antici-
pated performance.
(5) Selection of observing frequencies.
I
The logic of the "building-block approach" becomes most .eadily apparent when
one considers certain common denominators in each of the areas listed above which are inde-
pendent of the final form of the system configuration, but establish the requirements that must
be accommodated by any configuration. Those factors which are common in each area are
briefly summarized in the discussion which follows.
Simultaneous Operation of N Radiome•ers
The associated technology requirements are similar to those encountered in
"line radiometry" (radiometric sensors developed in radio astronomy for the measurement of
interstellor gas resonant line profile characteristics) . In the decade of the '50's, line radio-
meters were predominately of the single receiver frequency scanni ig type . By the end of that
decade, it became apparent that improvement in sensitivity dictated the need for simultaneous
multiple channel techniques. These techniques are now fully developed and few, if any, fre-
quency scanning radiometers are now in us,,-. The logic supporting rnulti-channel opciutiun
for line profile resolution is identicci to trot which supports the value of multiple beam im-
agery, i.e.,_r N improvement in !ensitivity. The line radiometer obtains improvement in
sensitivity through simultaneous multiple frequency observations, using N contiguous filters
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in the frequency domain. The imager obtains improvement in sensitivity through the use of N
contiguous filters in the spatial domain (antenna beams) . Each filter operates at the sonic fre-
quency, since the information content for small bandwidths is, in this case, contained in the
spatial rather than frequency domain.
Recognition of the common denominator aspects of line radiometry and mul-
tiple beam imagery is of considerable advantage since there are a variety of potenticl solutions
to the "simultaneous operation of N radiometers" that can be applied directly from related
engineering efforts in line radiometry during the past decade.
Antenna Design
The antenna problem area, as discussed in Section 4.0, is the structural in-
terface between the antenna and the airborne platform. At the shortest wavelength in the lour
frequency region, the required antenna aperture diameter for a 60 antenna beam is approxi-
mately 1 .5 meters. At the longest wavelength, 300 MHz, the size requirement increas°s to
10 meters. It is clear that the common denominator, insofar as the antenna design is concerned,
will be the mechanical interface with the airborne platform independent of the wavelength of
operation. Helicopter or blirnp observing platforms may be the most reasonable solution for
evaluation of long wavelength systems.
Data Recording and Display
The technologies associated with data recording and displays have become
well-developed in recent years. The variety of approaches and degrees of sophi..tication avail-
able suggests that this subsystem function will not require advanced development. The para-
4
metric and imagery display requirements for passive microwave sensors are common to several
'
	
	
optical and infrared sensors. Compatibility of microwave radiometric system outputs with
	 a
presently available data recording and display systems is a logical approach. This approach
recognizes the commonality of this subsystem function with other sensors and capitalizes on
t
	
	
available equipments. Investigations in this area, currently in process at Purdue University,
as well as improvements in color imagery displays presently being developed for NASA by
the Bendix Corporation, are good examples of present work in this area.
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Supporting Measurements
Though the prime objective of supporting measurements would be to verify
' anticipated subsystem and system performance characteristics at each significant technological
milestone, User involvement in the planning of these experiments and interpretation of the
resultani data would provide: an effective avenue for interdisciplinary interchange of concepts
and icquirements. To proceed with the development of advanced engineering concepts, in
virtual isolation from those who will benefit from and establish the usefulness of these advance-
ments, nuns the serious risk of developing a sophisticated sensor system which may be optimum
from the engineering standpoint, but of little immediate benefit or value to the User.
	
An ef-
fective level of inter-action with potential Users throughout the program would assure that
y	 -= the product of the effort is of immediate value to the User, as well as optimum from an en-
_ gineering standpoint.
Selection	 "buildingbyof the	 - block approach" was influenced, in part,	 the
desire to assure an effective level of User involvement in all ph; ses of a research and en-
gineering program.
	
For example, the selection of the sequence in which measurement instru-
r^
ments would be assembled and evaluated should reflect an organized plan to perform a series
of measurements in which Users would participate in experiment planning and data interpretation .
Selection of Observing Frequencies
A prime concern in the low frequency region is radio frequency interference.
The use of radio astronomy bands, as outlined in Section 4, is an optimum approach.	 To aid
Users in the determination of the benefits to be gained from the low frequency region, a mini-
mum of two wavelengths of operation are suggested: 	 one at the upper end of the band, and
Ithe other at the low end.	 Simultaneous observations obtained at two widely separated wave-
r
Ji
lengths in the lo vw frequency region, when compared with images obtained of the same terrain
by presently instrumented high frequency systems, should provide meaningful data concerning
the value of increased depth of penetration and insensitivity to surface roughness available
through low frequency measurements.
-	 1
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A common denominator of prime concern in selection of the observing fre-
quency is the fundamental relationship between the desired antenna beam angle and the
wavelength of observation, as discussed in Section 4. This relationship leads immediately
to consideration of structural interfaces between the antenna size and the mechanical capa-
bilities of airborne platforms. Since the wavelength varies by a factor of 7:1 over the low
frequency region, it is recommended that the initial measurement system configuration be of
the shortest wavelengti, in the low frequency region, consistent with radio ast ronomy band
allocations. This would require the smallest antenna and thereby allow concentration on
instrument technique development (N radiometer problem) with a minimum of vehicle inter-
face considerations.
The various steps involved in a building-block approach are shown in flow
diagram form in Figure 5-1 .
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I	 APPENDIX A -, DOCUMENT INDEX (Unclassified)
Documents listed in the Index have been grouped undc, five main headings:
(1) Earth Resources
(2) Agricultu e and Forestiy
(3) Geology lnci Hydrology
(4) Oceanography and Marine Technology
(5) Techniques and Exploratory Meo5urements
A number of the documents are drawn from the listings of the Scientific and
Technical Aerospace Reports Center (N-numbered series), the Defense Documentution
Center (AD-numbered series) and the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(A-numbered series) . Pertinent p:,pers from the Proceedings of the Fi flh, Fourth, and
Third Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment (University of Michigan) arc
(	 identified only by the notations of Fifth Symposium, Fourth Symposium, and Third
i	 Symposium, respectively. In the sane way, papers fi-om the Proceedings of the C:-:nfcrenc--
1	 on the Feasibility of Conducting Oceanographic E,plorations from Aircraft, Manned
Orbital and Lunar Laboratories are identified only by the notation, Woods Hole Document
s No. 65-10 (Oceanography from Space) .
An alphabetical listing of authors is included on payer A-16 through A-19 fog
cross -rt.:ference purposes.
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PHYSICS OF MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING
By: D.H. Staelin
Antenna Temperature
The microwave properties of the terrestrial surface and atmosphere are gjite varied,
and by sensing tl-:esc variations radiometrically, the ,gat ,re of the s-irface and atrrospl-,ere
may be studied. More specifically, all natural s-rbstances radiate and absorb thermal
radiation at all wavelengths, including radio wavelengths, and the power radiated depends
or:!ly upon the temperature, T , of the substance and t'ie coupling coefficie t, E
ber<vecn the substance and the radiation field in a give- direction of interest. This radiation
field may be coupled to an antenna and thence to a radiometer which measures the field
intensity as a function of wavelength, viewing angle, polarization, or other variables of
interest.
A radiometer is basically a power-meas , rring device, and for wavelengths lo+-._er that;
approxin-atF.ly or,e r„illi Teter, tr e power received by a radiometer perfectly co pled to a
black-body of temperature, T ( O K), is approximately:
P = kTB watts,
	 (1)
where k is Bolizmann's constant (1 .38 x 10 -23 J a K) and B is the receiver ba ^dwidth
(Hz). This approximatio^i is valid if I, ^i'« kT, where I- is Planck's constant (6.625 x
10 -34 J sec) and :J is the signal freq ,envy (Hz). Since there is a direct relations!-lip
between pl-.ysical te . perat re and received power, most radiometers are calibrated in terms
of te-,perat.re instead of power. Antenna te, 1perature, T A , is the temperature a black
body at the ar ter,; ;a terminals must F.ave to produce a signal of t',e observed power P,
T A = Pj kB	 (2)
B-1
Brightness Temperature
The antenna temperature, T A
 , is related in turn to the ang,ilar distribution of power
incident upon the antenna, whit;, may be characterized by the brightness ternperat,_,re,
T B (7J,
 el 0) and TB ( T! A d) ), where v	 is the frequency (Hz), and O,12
f	 are vector coordinates. TB 
1 
and TB correspond to the brightness temperature in two
j 	 2
ortho o,-ral polarizations, of which a: !y particular ante no port may intercept only one. If
TB 1 corresponds to vertical polarization (the electric vector E is vertical), and the antenna
is vertically polarized, then
i	 t	 (3)
`	 y IT
1	 where G I (^J,	 ^^) is the vertical polarization antenna gain  function. The antenna gain
function may ba defined such that the received power P is:
2	 -d2
?TT- 	 f f	 (VI	 (7,"
V y
'	 where the specific intensity of the radiation field is II (:^ 9, "P ) watts m -2 Hz -I ster- I,
and is proportional to th . e brichtness temperature, TB 
1 . 
Ir remote sensing it is always more
J 
co ,^vcnie.it to talk in terms of te-rperatures rather than powers, so P and I wi II not be
used further '-ere. A good sum nary of these relatio,rs is contained in tI.e viork by Kraus l .
The Atmosphere
The briahtness ternperat ire, T B , viewed by t' e an.tenra is affected by the atmosphere
interve:jiry between t • e surface and the radiometer. If T' 	 ( 3 ) is the bri gh tness temper-
°i
ature which would be viewCu by a radio,neter looking directly at the surface at ground level
wit'- polarizatio r i, the y the bri-litness temperature in a particular directio -. is:
z
Z	 CC (t 7) rl
.	 ( MAT:
	 -.0
y
G.1	
O
B-2
II
where T (z) and R ( -2,) , z) are, respectively, the temperature and absorption co-
efficient of the atmosphere alonc, the ray path z. The equation states that the total radiat-
ion y ield is the surn of the attenuated surface radiation and the radiation emitted by ea-h
element of the atmosphere attenuated by the intervening atmosphere. The equation is valid
in practice for most cases of interest, except perhaps heavy rain or snow at wavelengths shorter
than 3 cm. Ir these cases, scattering is important. Methods for handling scattering are dis-
cussed by Chandrasekhar 2 , Staelin 3 , and others.
The principal atmospheric constituents which absorb microwave radiation are 02,
H2 O, clouds, and precipitation. The microwave properties of these materials and methods
for st dyin; the atmosphere using microwave radio,-!etry '' ave keen reviewed by Staclin4.
In cases where the surface properties are of greatest interest it is necessary only to approxi-
mate atmospheric effects to some desired degree of accuracy, and a complete cl-,aracterization
of the atmosphere is often not necessary. In this case, Equation (5) may become:
—rcv^ _.	 r	 —rc-3^ l
T^ (v) - To . (?))	 t Tar^rl `I - e	 l	 (6)1	 1
where Tatrn is the average temperature of fl-e absorbing portion of the atmosphere a,-,d
'C' (-V) is the atrnosplieric optical depth (nepers) between the observer and the surface.
Figure BI shows the atmospheric opacity at zenith for a typical atmosphere.
The Terrestrial S rface
The microwave radiation from the surface T
of ( 
-Z)) is determined pri -narily by the
kinetic temperat re of the surface, T s 	and the composition and roug ►,ness of the surface.
In addition, there is a component of T o. contributed by the reflected sky radiation. Over
r
ocean or at wavelengths less than approximately two centimeters, this component is non-
ne,j lijable ; and can be determined usin; the is al equation of radiative transfer. If the
surface is smooth, then the surface bri Atness temperature To. is given by:
`(o (V 0 ^,) - T^ nd E 1 "-1, ©Cr ) t sf:y ^^ ^ ^ j / E^ ^)^	 (7)1
k
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where Tynd is the overage temperature of the surface layer whic! ,
 is effectively radiating.
The thickness of this layer may vary from less tkoa one-tenth wavelength, in the case of
water, to more than ten wavelen aths, for dry quartz sand. Eq ation (5) can be )sed not
only for propagation within eases b-it also within solids or liquids, provided the mo l-erial is
sufficiently uniform and komo ;eneous so that scatteri. -ig can be :-e•?lected, and provided the
Idecay len7t!-: of the electroma ;netic fields, i.e. the effective thickness of 0Fe radiating
surface layer, is much longer than one wavelength.
The emissivity, E
. 
`J. , D 4)) , is related to the permittivity, 	 and per-t 1
meabiIity, /^y	 of the medium. In most cases, fl - e permeability is approximately that
of free space, and so that assumption is made in Equation (8) . If the surface is srr.eoth and
->
homogeneous, then the emissivity for E perpendicular to the plane of incidence is 5:
'	 cos 19 -(K e _S IN 29 )/2
.^ 2
2 /2K - s1N e -	 coK
_^_ a 	 e
(K e - SI t120) YZ { Ke_ COS	 (9)
where	 11	 is the emissivity for radiation with the electric vector E perpendicular to
the plane of incidence, and 	 is the emissivity for the orthogonal polarization. K 
is defined as/1 0 , 
	
o	 is the permittivity of free space, and 	 is the angle
between tie ray and the surface normal . The emissivity curves for quartz sand, limestone,
and sea water at two polarizations are shown in Figure B2, as computed by Morandino6.
Given a homogeneous s , ibstance with a smooth surface, then measurement of its emissivity
as function of viewing on-!le anc! polarization permits the measurement of both G	 and S. .
In practice, most terrestrial surface materials are too inhomogeneous and have surfaces too
rough to permit more flan rather crude measurements of	 One effect of surface
rou.:jhness on a scale lon_.er than a wavelength is to produce an effective emissivity which
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is approximately the convolution of the sloe probability distrib rtronP.	 Y	 P P	 Y	 P(n,^) nndthe
7emissivity f •nction	 (Z/ 0 , 8	 A second effect is to increase the emissivity in
all directions because s- rface structure smaller than a wavelength usually permits a smoother
electromagnetic transition between the material and space. For example, heavy ve etation
possesses a hih ernissivity which is nearly unity for all but grazing angles of incidence.
Surface brightness temperature is dependent not only upon surface ro , jghness and tke
material properties, but also upon the observing frequency. For any given material, the
penetration depth is approximately proportionc,l to wavelen g th, dependin•, :rpon tl-.e loss
to ent of the material . 'f the material is isothermal, then ti-^e penetration depth is less
important, but if there is a temperature JadieW, cs there is in sun-exposed rocks, then the
wovelenc,th dependence of the day-ni-At briahrness !em-c!rature cycle may provide clues to
the ratio of the electrical penetration depth and the thermal wove penetration depth, i.e.
tl-e relationship between the thermal and electrical conductivity.
tBy observin , the terrestrial surface one might hope to:
1) Estimate the emissivity and hence the effective dielectric
constant.
2) Estimate the relationship between the thermal and electrical
conductivity by observations over a day.
3) Estimate the character of surface roughness by measuring tl;e
polarization and an ` le	 of tl e ernissivity.
4) Estimate the droina -;e characteristics of s .rfaces by observations
before and after precipitation.
5) Estimate the fullness, hei 5 ht, and moisture content of snow
ICover.
6) Detect the presence and character of ice cover over bodies
of water, etc.
i	
B-7
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The accuracy with which suck estimates can be made has not yet been determined because
of the extensive measurement pro-.rarr- which would be required.
The ocean is a separate problem because its hi,-,h reflectivity makes the atmospheric
effects much more important, and because the simplicity of t,e medium compared to that of
land makes the ocean more amenable to quantitative analysis. There arc three major
cate^uories of effects to be considered. First are the smooth surface effects which are
dorninatcd by the temperature, wavelen-A, and viewin0 an :le :'epenclencc of emissivity,
and by the reflected attnospkcric radiation. The temperat re depende,:ce of the emissivity
is such as to make the ocean brightness temperature nearly independent of temperature at
some wavelen-iths, and of increased sensitivity at others. These wavelen,tlis of minirnun
and rroximurn sensitivity are a function of water te:rnperature. The second major effect is
that of an undulutin j surface with facets larger than a wavclen^tl, The statistical distri
bution of surface slopes should be measureable because the effective emissivity is approxr-
mately the convolution of the angular d-stribution of surface slopes, and the an,,ular de-
pendence of emissivity 7 ' 8 . Reflection of a t mospheric radiation becomes important here
too. The third effect is that of foam, spray, etc. This effect is important for winds above
approximately 10 knots, and can be distinguishes from the other two effects by its relative
independence of viewin- angle. The increase in T B is approximately 0.70 K per knot wind
speed, for vertical incidence.
Inference of Mat o riol Pa rameter s from Mea surements of Antenna Temperature
The inference of material parameters may be considered as a two-step procedure. First,
the brightness ternperat:res in directions of interest must be inferred from the measured
ante-no ternperatures, which represent wei hied integrals of bri ;fitness temperature over
4 'r j" steradians (sec Equation 3) . Then, the mater ial parameters must be inferred from the
inferrer' brightness temperature as a function of ;requency, viewin_ ante, polarization, etc.
t	 B-8
t
N1 The first step of inferrin; bric,htncss temperatures from antenna temperatures is the
easier of the two. II is more tractable mathematically because the relationship between
brightness temperature aril antenna temperature is a Iineor onc, In particular, it is easy
to show that it is impossible to reconstruct exactly the true bri g htness temperature clishi-
bution	 Instead one may obtain at best the true bri^Hness temperature distribution convolved
with a gaussian-like function of width somewhat less tl-,an the nominal antenna beamwidth.
Such a procedure is sufficient to reduce the effects of antenna sidelobes, but req-rirc:. that
antenna temperature measurements be made not only of the re ions of interest, but also of
all those re ions which radiate into the antenna sidelobes 	 Normally, an approximate
procedure to eliminate the effects of sidelobes is satisfactory. This approximate procedure
depends upon the antenna sidelobes bein, sufficiently small that less than 5 or 10% of the
j	 total received power enters the antenna via this poth. Then, the energy enterin; the sid•^-
1	 lobes may be treated as a second-order correction, arid con be compensated. TF,e rfsultinj
infenec; bri ,htness ternperature then approximately corresponds to an avera-e of that portion
of the tarc • et area intercepted by the main beam of the antenna. The main beam usually
refers to that portion of the antenna pattern within the first nulls. A more complete dis-
cussion of these problems has been presented by Staciin 10 and others.
The second step of inferring ma;erial parameters from brightness temperatures is more
difficult. Although theoretical calculations can provide auidelines for data interpretation,
the inherent complexity of natural materials makes mandatory a more empirical approach.
To the extent that she relationships between the materia l porameters and tke measured
parameters are linear, and the statistics jointly gaussi 10 we may use optirnum linear
estimation techniques to infer tike material parameters 	 Butt to use such techniques we
must ul r ir•ratcly determine in a controlled fashion the statistical relationships between
brightness temperature and material properties.
B -?
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